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1 

     Our present level of awareness 

          is merely a steppingstone, 

                so never be afraid 

                    to challenge your 

                         most cherished beliefs. 

     Visionaries are forever reaching out 

          for more lucid answers 

               to timeworn questions. 

     Truth is illusive 

          only if we give in to life’s 

               materialistic mirage 

                    and stop seeking. 



 

 

 

 

                            Meaning 

 
 

  A lifetime goes by 

   in a single breath, 

  A fleeting moment 

   from birth till death. 

  So many we’ve known 

   now lie with the dead, 

  Their few diamond days 

   darkened by dread. 

  Scaled by the endless 

   eons of time; Why…  

  Their lives went by 

   in the blink of an eye. 

  What good’s the toil, 

   the hope, the dreaming, 

  For a mundane life 

   of little meaning? 

  What purpose lies 

   in Earth’s testing quests, 

  If we’re no more 

   than accidental guests?  
 
 

2 
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Foreword 
 

 

 

                OZYMANDIAS 

 

                I met a traveller from an antique land 

                Who said: Two vast and trunkless legs of stone 

                Stand in the desert. Near them on the sand 

                Half sunk, a shatter’d visage lies, whose frown 

                And wrinkled lip and sneer of cold command 

                Tell that its sculptor well those passions read 

                Which yet survive, stamp’d on these lifeless things. 

                The hand that mock’d them and the heart that fed: 

                And on the pedestal these words appear: 

                “My name is Ozymandias, king of kings: 

                Look on my works, ye Mighty, and despair!” 

                Nothing beside remains. Round the decay 

                Of that colossal wreck, boundless and bare, 

                The lone and level sands stretch far away. 

 

                                 Percy Bysshe Shelley - 1818 

 

 

Ozymandias is the Greek corruption of User-maat-re, one of the 

many names of Ramses II. In the time of Moses he was known sim-

ply as Pharaoh. The Egyptians called him Ramesses al-Akbar—

Ramesses the Greatest. On the west bank of the Nile at Thebes is 

Ramesseum, the funerary temple of Ramses II. Here a colossal 62- 

foot statue of Ramses II had been erected over three thousand years 

before. Ironically only fragments remain. The following inscription 

taken from the Egyptian temple was recorded by the Greek historian 

Diodous Siculus and became the inspiration for Shelley’s poem: 

 

                         I am Ozymandias, King of kings. 

                         If anyone would know 

                         How great I am  

                         And where I lie, 

                         Let him surpass any of my works. 
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     In Ozymandias, Shelley exemplifies the futility of material pos-

sessions and the arrogance of erecting monuments to ourselves, for 

matter is impermanent and human memory is short-lived. Still, our 

bodies are physical machines that require material resources for 

nourishment, clothing and shelter so we can easily justify the quest 

for monetary security for the comfort it brings. But such materialistic 

pursuits are not what this book is all about. 

     We become so involved in maintaining our pain-avoiding life-

styles we overlook the other more deadly form of materialism: We 

are born, we live, we die—The End. Too many of us go to our graves 

arrogantly caged by our finite ways of thinking, believing only fools 

reach out for eternity. To expand our spiritual awareness of life here 

and hereafter we must first come to know there is infinitely more 

than what our five senses reveal, that beyond these physical bounda-

ries—this materialistic wall—there are many spiritual planes of con-

sciousness. 

     Although this book may resonate more with those already search-

ing for meaning, my wish has always been to strike a spark in the 

hearts and minds of those who seem content to exist in darkness so, 

hopefully, it will kindle an awakening. The Third Path leads beyond 

the world of matter to a greater spiritual awareness. Our quest is to 

walk that path with a questioning mind so we can breach our own 

personal materialistic wall: our five physical senses. Do not doubt 

your innate capacity to communicate with spirit. We all have a sixth 

sense, we are all psychic. 

     With every step we take along The Third Path we become more 

spiritually aware. We eventually come to realize Earth would be as 

lifeless as Mars if there were no spiritual presence. Where there is 

life, there is spirit. Where there is spirit, there is life. When we fail to 

recognize this, everything under the Sun must be explained within 

the finite realm of molecules and compounds, every form of physical 

existence must be accounted for by an endless string of fortuitous 

accidents, and every condition of human behavior must be deter-

mined by genes and events—and all within that fleeting speck of 

time between birth and death. Materialistically, it can’t be done. And 

that is what this book is all about. 
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Prologue 

 

 

                                     Groping through life 

                                        Ignoring the signs, 

                                     Viewing perfection 

                                        With glassy-eyed minds. 

 

 

My goal is to write a book that will significantly expand the reader’s 

awareness simply by reading it. For the materialists who view life 

with blunt senses and the religious who view the afterlife with blind 

faith I know I am shooting for the stars. There is a wide gap, as Ar-

thur Conan Doyle proclaimed, between “the humility of wisdom and 

the arrogance of ignorance.” But for those who are on the threshold 

of wonder and just beginning to feel the restraints of materialism, I 

reach out to you with clear and simple logic hoping to shed some 

light in dark places. An open mind and a will to learn are always 

helpful qualities, and even though I have tried to address each topic 

with simplicity, a few chapters may be a bit challenging for those 

unfamiliar with the subject matter. Do not give up; spiritual growth 

is a long and arduous task. If it were easy it would have no value. 

     I have tried to present the scientific data and the spiritual mes-

sages with clarity and simplicity, but there is no guarantee you will 

see what I see. Those who have read previous versions of this book 

tell me they often go back and reread random chapters, grasping 

deeper meanings initially overlooked, realizing their level of aware-

ness has since increased. This book will change your life, but only if 

you let it, only if you are willing. When we are ready to seek, our 

awareness is ripe for expansion and we begin to take notice of our 

perceptive moments—a flash of clairvoyance, a telepathic insight, an 

intuitive spark—and we open to greater possibilities.  

     Leo Buscaglia, in Personhood, says many see life as a period of 

existence starting from a birth not of their own choosing and ending 

in a death they are terrified of. At some level of consciousness this 

finite feeling of dread gnaws at our lives. We can occupy ourselves 

for a while through life’s many material escapes, but when we are 

not distracted, when we are alone and sober with our deepest feel-

ings, too often despair creeps into our thoughts. Every funeral is a 

reminder of our future. 
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     We drag this dread around with us all of our lives because our 

vision is blocked by the materialistic wall. Unfortunately those mired 

in materialism will continue to live out their lives completely un-

aware of the interpenetrating worlds of spirit existing all around and 

about us. Many are unconvinced because they are stuck in one level 

of awareness or another, but for those who have a nagging notion 

there is more to life than what meets the physical eye, the materialis-

tic wall is not so formidable. For the gifted few the Wall is a misty 

veil, but for far too many of us it is as thick as the ramparts of a me-

dieval castle. In actuality, which for some will be difficult to believe 

or to even consider, the materialistic wall is as close to us and more 

ethereal than the air we breathe. 

     Although the scientific community is steadfast in their allegiance 

to materialism, academics are slowly beginning to acknowledge in-

telligent intervention as a definite likelihood in the formation of life 

on Earth for these four reasons: information theory, irreducible com-

plexity, the anthropic principle and the design inference. 

     Firstly, information theory tells us, for example, that the DNA in 

every living cell contains intelligent information beyond the physical 

world that is neither matter nor energy. In the same way, the paper 

and ink that makes up this book is only the medium and completely 

separate from the information it imparts through words. 

     Secondly, irreducible complexity clearly shows that biological 

systems are far too complex to have come into existence from sim-

pler or less complete organic predecessors and could not have arisen 

naturally through chance mutations. Biologists know living cells are 

made up of many complex components each vital to the life of the 

cell; all the parts had to fit together at once. It is not difficult to real-

ize such intricate interrelated systems, such as the eye or the ear, 

could not have evolved from slight successive modifications. 

     Thirdly, the anthropic principle recognizes that the universe and 

the Earth are clearly intricate physical systems specifically designed 

for the emergence of life. Earth is an ideal biosphere; its chemical 

composition, atmosphere, oceans and landmass are ideally tuned for 

human, plant and animal life. Respectively, the planet’s axial tilt, its 

overly large moon and its rotational velocity provide seasons, tides 

and nights and days that are ridiculously perfect. 

     Fourthly, design inference is so obvious it is second nature to us. 

We know by looking at features from natural systems that unnatural 

systems have been intentionally designed. We readily recognize the 

human faces carved in Mount Rushmore are not due to natural laws 
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and did not occur accidentally. Mowed lawns and trimmed hedges, 

and even the uniform pattern of trees growing in reforested areas are 

clearly recognized as unnatural formations, obviously produced by 

human effort and intelligence.  

     Since the rediscovery of spiritual phenomenon in the mid-

nineteenth century there has been a steady interest in psychical re-

search. Much of the information we have today of what exists on the 

other side of the materialistic wall is briefly outlined in Arthur Co-

nan Doyle’s two small books, The New Revelation and The Vital 

Message, both written early in the twentieth century. Conan Doyle, 

the creator of Sherlock Holmes, returned in spirit after his death in 

1930. Through the gifted medium Grace Cooke he corrected and 

expanded on what he had previously written, which Ivan Cooke in-

cluded in his book, The Return of Arthur Conan Doyle. The past one 

hundred years have given us a mountain of evidence verifying the 

after-death survival of human consciousness, along with corroborat-

ing descriptions of spiritual worlds. Year after year the evidence for 

survival keeps piling up, but many remain doubtful. 

     The following two brief paragraphs may help to calibrate your 

own personal level of spiritual awareness. The first is an example of 

hard facts that everyone will likely believe without question, al-

though it may or may not be true, while the latter contains facts of a 

softer nature which many will find difficult, or even frightening to 

believe. An invisible wall of awareness actually exists between these 

two paragraphs. For some the wall is ethereal or non-existent, but for 

others it is unquestionably opaque and impenetrable. 

     (1) I know a person who has never left the North American conti-

nent. One day shortly after I returned from my South Pacific vaca-

tion I told him about a magical place called Hawaii where it is warm 

and the air is fresh and moist. I described hula dancers in grass skirts 

and surfers riding waves twenty feet high. I talked about the special 

differences of the beaches surrounding the island of Oahu and of the 

Hawaiian luaus offering sweet pineapples, poi and pork. He notices 

the material changes in me, I am tanned and relaxed, and although 

he has never experienced Hawaii firsthand he believes me. 

     (2) Some months later we talked about a man who had suffered a 

heart attack and was pronounced dead, but through the miracles of 

modern resuscitation techniques he was brought back to life. The 

man tells of being outside of his body and watching medics work on 

his lifeless form, of a bright light he was drawn to and his meeting 

with long dead relatives. He describes a mystical place where the 
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force of love permeates every being and his sadness when told he 

must return to the harsh world he left behind. All his friends notice 

he is happier and that he has lost his fear of death. Even though 

there are dramatic spiritual changes in this man his story is reduced 

to a fantasy brought on by a traumatized mind. 

     Where we position ourselves between these two scenarios deter-

mines the thickness of our own personal materialistic wall. The Wall 

is real; we bump up against it every day. Its density can often be 

measured by the amount of dread we experience in our lives, a dread 

reminding us that each day we are one step closer to death. Death is 

an inevitable end to our mortal bodies, an event we seem powerless 

to prevent, but if we are not too stuck in this world of matter we may 

come to realize there is no death, that life is eternal and simply goes 

on in our spirit body, our etheric body, in another dimension. 

     If we review the following two lists of polarized words, being 

deeply aware of how we feel about each one of them, we may be 

able to measure where we position ourselves in relation to the mate-

rialistic wall. We should be able to determine if we are stuck in the 

first column of words behind the Wall or if we are drawn to the sec-

ond column of words beyond the Wall. We may find our comfort 

zone is somewhere in between. After reading this book I invite you 

to come back and recalibrate your level of awareness. 

Physics  M  Metaphysics 

Visible  A  Invisible 

Tangible  T  Intangible 

Dogmatic  E  Visionary 

Closed  R  Open 

Finite   I  Infinite 

Physical  A  Spiritual 

Earth   L  Heaven 

Evolution  I  Intelligence 

Mortality  S  Immortality 

Body   T  Soul 

Oppression  I  Liberation 

Selfishness  C  Altruism 

Doubt     Faith 

Vengeance  W  Forgiveness 

Fear   A  Love 

Life   L  Life After Death 

The Dead  L  The Living 
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     During my research into the mystical side of life I discovered that 

much in the way of spiritual teachings have come to us through vari-

ous mediums over the past 150 years. When I refer to spiritual 

guides as a source in this book, I am referring mainly to the wealth 

of information received by such mediums as Reverend W. Stainton 

Moses from his spirit guide Imperator in the latter part of the 19th 

century, the trance medium Maurice Barbanell who channeled his 

spirit guide Silver Birch in the early and mid 20th century and the 

medium Pat Rodegast who has been channeling her spirit guide Em-

manuel for the past thirty years. Much information has also been de-

rived from the incredible direct-voice mediumships of Leslie Flint 

and John Campbell Sloan in the past century. All the spirit messages 

are amazingly similar even though they are separated by time and 

space. The spirit guide Silver Birch often speaks of the importance 

of the Laws of Life, the physical and spiritual laws of the Universe. 

Throughout this book these laws will be discussed. Only what the 

spirit guides have communicated to the world has been given, it is up 

to the reader to determine if the information feels right. 

     I worked most of my life in Computer Sciences. I often think of 

the physical world as hardware and the spiritual world as software. 

The spirit guides tell us these two worlds, and other exalted realms, 

are separated by energy vibrating at higher rates. Scientifically, we 

can only detect energy-matter vibrating in tune with the physical uni-

verse. Purposely, human eyes are much more limited. If we could 

see the full breadth of the electromagnetic spectrum we would be 

blinded by a blizzard of light. But mediums can detect higher vibra-

tions beyond the physical dimension. When spirit guides wish to 

communicate they grow down into the world of matter by lowering 

the vibrations of their spirit bodies, but they are not ghosts.       

     For the most part ghosts are material manifestations of the etheric 

body that may occur for a brief period shortly after the death of the 

physical body. Science finds it difficult to believe in ghosts because 

apparitions cannot be summoned at will; nor can they be detected 

even as infrequently as the minuscule neutrino, known as the ghost 

particle. We have no fear of neutrinos even though huge numbers of 

them pass through our bodies every second, but we have an uneasy 

fear of ghosts. So we mask our anxieties by denouncing spirit and 

see death as an absolute end to life, remaining steadfast in our denial 

of a soul because we do not want to appear foolish for believing in 

something our physical senses cannot readily detect. It is more im-

portant to appear cool, right to the bitter end—like Carl Sagan. 
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     Sagan, in The Demon-Haunted World: Science as a Candle in the 

Dark, says he did not believe in otherworldly things, such as ESP, 

mind over matter or even a God that answers prayers. Even though 

he viewed the universe with awe and wonder, he stayed within his 

five-sensory world, shackled by skeptical enquiry, humanism and the 

scientific method; conventional peer-pressure systems that keep the 

stolid feet of academia firmly planted in materialism. 

     Academia’s worst fear, especially in the sciences, is that material-

ism will be infected by some spiritual passion and all the “facts” will 

get contaminated. It’s a choice of life or death, but tragically spiritual 

life has been shunned for materialistic death. The Third Path of vi-

sionary logic and spiritual awareness should be taught in every uni-

versity, but peer pressure hinders progress and engenders fear: fear 

often of commonsense logic, fear of extrasensory anything, fear of 

the unknown and possibly fear of spirit contact. 

     When I tell others of my close encounters with spirit beings they 

often ask me if I was scared. Only once, momentarily, it was star-

tling and amusing all at the same time. It happened when I was lying 

in bed one night reading about a man in the early 20th century who 

was trying to determine if there was life after death. Assuming the 

man had crossed over, I taunted him by saying, “Well, you should 

know by now. Show me!” And show me he did. A pale sepia ball of 

energy appeared out of my closet and rushed between the mattress 

and the box spring at the foot of my bed, bumping my legs up be-

tween my heels and my knees, which we are unable to do ourselves. 

Spirit beings know how to prove their existence if invited to do so. 

     This book also touches on the more visible gaps in theoretical 

paradigms; especially those based on precise chance happenings—

what I call material magic—events statistically impossible to have 

occurred naturally because there would not have been enough time. 

Knowing where the cracks are in our seemingly solid world of mat-

ter increases our awareness of life, which is important because our 

level of spiritual awareness is what determines how free or how re-

stricted we are as sentient beings. Incarceration and incarnation have 

similar meanings. The former imprisons the body while the latter 

confines the soul. There should be a word for the imprisonment of 

the mind through tunnel vision, possibly, incarcereason.  

     Throughout history, open-mindedness has always raised the eye-

brows of established thought. The Greek philosopher, Socrates (470 

BC to 399 BC) never stopped questioning life and was never totally 

convinced about anything, “One thing only I know, and that is that I 
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know nothing.” He believed philosophy begins when we learn to 

doubt our most cherished beliefs. The French philosopher Voltaire 

(1694-1778) was as skeptical as Socrates of dogma, exclaiming, 

“Doubt is not a very agreeable state, but certainty is a ridiculous 

one.” Most philosophers, despite the world they were born into, felt 

the smothering restrictive doctrine of their day. The writings of the 

German philosopher Arthur Schopenhauer (1788-1860) were ig-

nored by the universities—possibly because he claimed all advances 

in philosophy have occurred outside of academic walls. 

     Will Grant, in The Story of Philosophy, knew the rigid walls phi-

losophers had to contend with when he wrote of the French philoso-

pher Henri Bergson (1859-1941) that he “had the courage to doubt 

where all the doubters piously believed,” and of the American phi-

losopher George Santayana (1863-1952), who believed “the great 

snare of thought is the uncritical acceptance of traditional assump-

tions.” True seekers are open-minded and responsive to change, have 

no preconceived ideas and have no intent on arriving—once they 

have reached the peak of one level of awareness, soon after they be-

come mindful of a higher pinnacle further off. 

     New thought is slow to be recognized because it must battle its 

way through the stodgy channels of establishment. Ideas are like 

seeds, some find fertile ground and flourish while others fight to 

grow in a world where they receive little cultivation. The budding 

shoots of new concepts are often willfully destroyed out of fear they 

will take over the established garden, while mutations that should 

have been pulled out years before are kept alive by constant fertiliza-

tion. Thinking outside the box is a lonely and trying experience. It is 

far easier to stay well within conventional wisdom. The pages that 

follow are filled with new ways of looking at life that I believe, from 

a logician’s point of view, make good sense. 

     The scientific community is sure to be skeptical because some of 

these views are logical extrapolations from life that are difficult to 

measure and weigh, reaching beyond the material world. Scientific 

methods are utterly necessary when dealing with the physical laws of 

the Universe, but when we fail to acknowledge the possibility of 

other planes of existence, Science is limited to absolute materialism, 

remaining ignorant of or ignoring the spiritual laws of the Universe. 

The spirit guides tell us life in the world of matter is but a shadow of 

life in the spirit worlds; as above so below. We are coming to a time 

in world history when we must breach the materialistic wall or stag-

nate in comfortable, but deadly paradigms of matter. 
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     E. E. Cummings in A Poet’s Advice to Students—and in this 

world we are all students—says we must make the effort to be no-

body-but-ourselves every moment of every day of our lives, to fight 

the fight to remain who-we-are in a world that wants to make us like 

everybody else. The sheep are less frightened when everyone stays 

in sync, but this more often than not leads to restrictive thinking. I’m 

sure Cummings did not want us to resist change, but to strive for the 

spiritual awareness that comes naturally through genuine seeking. I 

cannot help wondering how much progress and knowledge the world 

has lost by faithfully leading young minds down the narrow paths of 

ideology and materialism. 

     Our planet is a fertile world for learning and growing and creat-

ing; it is a place of magic, a myriad of miracles happens here every 

day. We can choose to be blind to these wonders or to be amazed at 

each and every one of them. Still, this book is not about material 

magic, nor is it about religious miracles; it is about common-sense 

logic. But, as Thoreau has so aptly pointed out, common sense is not 

so common. 

     Within these pages is a collection of ideas, some new and some 

not so new, that I hope will remove the blind spots keeping us from 

seeing the wonderment of life existing here and beyond our five-

sensory world. An open-minded attitude is essential if one wants to 

experience the kind of curiosity that lights up a child’s face. If you 

are not already in awe of life, may the pages that follow expand your 

awareness and open your eyes to see what I see. 

     This book is intended to be a starting point, an awakening. I hope 

all who read it will be encouraged to start out on a pilgrimage of 

greater possibilities than the finalities that appear so certain in the 

material world. If you have always thought of a rose or a swan or 

even yourself as incredible accidents, may some major fissures de-

velop in your own personal materialistic wall so that someday your 

mind will be set free, your emotions will soar and your Wall will 

come tumbling down. 
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1 
 

Three Score and Ten 
 

 
                                        Beetle born 

                                             beneath the earth, 

                                        Ventured forth 

                                             for all his worth. 

                                       He climbed and climbed 

                                             —upward bound, 

                                        To get his head 

                                             above the ground. 

                                        With every ounce 

                                             of beetle might, 

                                        He struggled up 

                                             toward the light. 

                                        When at last 

                                             he crossed the rim, 

                                        Someone promptly 

                                             stepped on him. 

 

 

One evening, many years ago, I was playing an after dinner game 

with some friends. We were asking “questions” from The Book of 

Questions by Gregory Stock, Ph.D., who considers them to be the 

ultimate conversation starters. These questions were sometimes of a 

moral nature; for example, one question asked if you would cheat on 

an important test if you could safely view the answer on the exami-

nation paper of a person seated near you. Often the discussion would 

become quite argumentative, but always interesting. 

     One of the questions discussed was: If you could live one year of 

your life in perfect happiness, but afterwards that year would be to-

tally forgotten, would you do it anyway? I have put this question to 

many people. Some have been quite willing to lose a year of life to 

experience ecstasy. Even when I point out that it would be exactly 

the same as being in a coma for a year, they still want the experi-

ence. But it would be a non-experience; a lost year from life—not 

one moment of it would ever be remembered. Sleep without dreams; 

maybe that is what makes it so attractive, an escape from reality. 
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     The quickest response I ever got to this question was, “What’s the 

point?” And that is it precisely. What is the point? Knowing an exis-

tence not remembered is no existence at all is what caused me to 

wonder about the significance of life on Earth. If we strive all of our 

lives to learn and to experience all we are capable of, and then sud-

denly lose it all to death: What’s the point? How can horrible frantic 

demanding beautiful wondrous fantastic life be so frivolous with all 

that we have become? 

     There is an episode in the Woody Allen movie, Annie Hall, where 

a young schoolboy has obtained the knowledge that the universe will 

expand over billions and billions of years and eventually fragment 

into oblivion. His mother has taken him to see a child psychologist 

because he refuses to go to school anymore, his reasoning being, 

“What’s the point?” What is the point of his daily struggle to learn 

when, eventually, everything will drift apart and freeze into chunks 

of cold dark matter, annihilating everything in the process? Certainly 

an exaggeration of his plight, but it is difficult not to feel his frustra-

tion if we believe a lifetime of hard-fought knowledge will be for 

naught the moment we die. 

     Life is pointless if death obliterates every memory of our journey. 

If we compare the average human lifespan with the estimated age of 

the big-bang universe, our lives are relatively insignificant, barely a 

blip in cosmic time. Life is meaningless if the only segment of con-

sciousness allotted to us is the few years between the day we are 

born and the day we die. What is the point of striving and learning 

for seventy odd years just to have it all suddenly end? When we are 

at our peak of knowledge and skills all this wonderful potential is 

lost to death. What a terrible waste of human effort. 

     The meaning of life has been questioned down through the ages 

with seemingly no satisfying answers. In Faust, Goethe describes the 

waste of a lifetime of human striving this way, “What matters crea-

tive endless toil, when, at a snatch, oblivion ends the coil?” 

     Shakespeare expresses the futility of human endeavor in his play 

Macbeth. Macbeth has just learned of Lady Macbeth’s death: 

 

          Out, out, brief candle! 

          Life’s but a walking shadow, a poor player 

          That struts and frets his hour upon the stage 

          And then is heard no more: it is a tale 

          Told by an idiot, full of sound and fury, 

          Signifying nothing. 
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      Is Life really so insignificant and frivolous that our lifetime of 

effort and learning is all forgotten and buried with us? I don’t think 

so. Life is too filled with wondrous things to be wasted so. 

     When I was in Northern Ontario I lived next door to a young man 

who was working in the gold mines to earn enough money to enter 

university. One day the dreaded sound of a mine collapse rocked 

Kirkland Lake with a sickening thump. The boy was killed in that 

mine disaster and in a blink of an eye all his eager capacity for life 

and for learning was lost to humanity. Death happens every day and 

every day human potential is thoughtlessly squandered. 

     How can life be so irresponsible on the one hand and, yet, force 

us to be so responsible on the other? This is a disturbing paradox. 

Materialistically life is pointless. If we did not exist before we came 

to this planet and will cease to exist after we leave this planet, life is 

meaningless and really not worth the effort. 

     Life is difficult and demanding and a bit scary; sometimes it feels 

like we’re hanging on by our fingernails. I recall walking along a 

beach in Florida and seeing a man wearing a tee shirt with “Life’s a 

beach, then we die” printed on it. Later I saw this message upgraded 

to read, “Life’s not a beach, it’s a mountain.” We struggle all 

through life to keep the wolf from the door only to lose it all to 

death. The lyrics in the song, Old Man River, “I’m tired of livin’ and 

scared of dyin’,” express the trap of life all of us have felt from time 

to time. Our sense of futility is spelled out in many different ways in 

all walks of life. Obviously dread is ever-present in the dark regions 

of our minds. 

     Woody Allen may have described life best in his opening mono-

log to Annie Hall when he tells the story of two elderly women on 

vacation. One of them says the food where they are staying is really 

bad. The other agrees, yet complains that the portions are too small. 

Allen says that is basically how he feels about life, an existence 

filled with loneliness, misery, suffering and unhappiness and it all 

goes by “much too quickly.” 

     We grumble about all the trials and tribulations in life, but when 

the end comes we gasp for every last breath to prolong our misery. 

Most people agree life is significant, and yet they fail to realize hu-

man life is much too significant to exist for only a tiny moment in 

time. If life is as significant as it appears to be, then there must be 

something beyond materialism. With this possibility gnawing at me I 

began to investigate and question the material world. I wanted to see 

what evidence I could find for an existence beyond the physical uni-
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verse because I had come to this conclusion; if materialism repre-

sents the totality of reality and human beings accidentally evolved 

from primordial slime, then: What’s the point? 

     Few young people seriously contemplate this question. It usually 

surfaces later in life in the form of a mid-life crisis, a time when we 

go a little mad trying to regain our youth. Some ride this mid-life 

wave easier than others, but eventually we all come up against the 

materialistic wall. Even then many do not spiritually seek until death 

comes knocking at their door. Most of us remain stuck because we 

are fearful of transcending our five-sensory existence. 

     Yet we are all psychic. I wish everyone could recall at least one 

intuitive moment that might kindle a desire within to go beyond their 

material existence and investigate the spiritual worlds we cannot see. 

Almost everyone has had some kind of extrasensory event in their 

lives, but most people brush them aside because they are not ready to 

seek. We should always take the time to investigate what appears 

unexplainable even if we have a skeptical nature because it is an op-

portunity to become more perceptive; the spirit world is trying to get 

our attention. In case you are unaware of such events, here are a few 

extrasensory moments that have occurred in my life. 

     When I receive a psychic message it is very distinct and different 

from my own imagination or even from my own sense of intuition. It 

is quite unique. One day at work I was having coffee with a lady 

who was emotionally upset because her husband’s work was taking 

him to a small town on the east coast. She was distressed because 

she did not want to sell her home. During our conversation a psychic 

message dropped into my mind revealing her husband’s transfer 

would fail to take place, so I told her not to worry because she would 

not have to move. She must have thought I was daft, but all of the 

psychic messages I have ever received have never been wrong. A 

few weeks later I learned the business move had fallen through.  

     Many of my telepathic experiences have been of a trivial nature, 

but, still, interesting to me when they happened. On another occasion 

I was walking back to my desk when I saw a coworker further down 

the hall coming toward me. I heard him clearly ask me a question. 

When we met I gave him my answer. He nearly jumped out of his 

shoes. He said, “How can you answer my question before I ask it?” I 

thought he had spoken to me because I heard the question in my 

mind as clearly as if he had been beside me. Later I realized his 

voice had not sounded like it had come from a distance down the hall 

and I could not recall seeing his lips move. 
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     When I was living in Ontario my sister and brother-in-law came 

to visit from the west coast. We had not seen each other in a few 

years and emotions were high. We spent much of the afternoon talk-

ing and getting caught up. We had had a couple of beers and we 

were relaxed and happy. I had been studying some psychic literature 

at the time so the subject came up. My brother-in-law picked up a 

deck of cards from the end table and selected the top card, holding 

the face away from us. Jesting, he concentrated on the card and 

asked us to try to mentally determine what card it was. I found I 

could see a ghostly grayish picture of the card floating in the air just 

to the left side of his head. I was able to call out the correct card each 

time he picked a new one from the deck. Even though I was as aston-

ished as everyone else was I have never since tried to repeat the ex-

perience. 

     My late teens were a very emotional time; my parents were going 

through a cruel break up of a long love-hate relationship. During this 

period of my life I periodically woke up in the morning completely 

paralyzed. I knew I was in bed in my room but I could not move a 

muscle or even open my eyes. It was very unsettling, but after a few 

of these frightening experiences I discovered that if I mentally tried 

to relax I could break out of my paralysis. It was years later before I 

learned other people have had similar cataleptic experiences. The 

spirit guides tell us we visit higher planes of existence in our etheric 

body when asleep so we will be accustomed to the light of the spirit 

realms when we leave the physical world and crossover. If so, my 

spiritual self may have been reluctant to fully re-enter my physical 

body due to the painful environment I was growing up in. 

     In my home circle a small group of us sit to develop various 

forms of mediumship. My spirit guides have helped me to expand 

my clairvoyant and psychometric faculties that constantly amaze me; 

this is an innate ability we are all capable of developing. Clairvoy-

antly I have been able to communicate with spirit beings wishing to 

give evidence of after-death survival to loved ones. They often make 

themselves known by forming or flashing pictures into my mind. 

The spirit people find creative ways to impart information through 

symbols and images. Sometimes I hear clairaudient messages and on 

one occasion I could read the lips of a spirit person I saw mouthing 

the words. Now and then I receive sensations in my body of what the 

spirit person wants to communicate. I have sensed the loving em-

brace of a spirit being and, once, I felt the moist tongue of a spirit 

dog that came right up to me and licked my face. 
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     I know spiritual beings exist because they have partially material-

ized during a few of our sittings. I have been physically touched by 

spirit people and I have physically touched them, providing proof 

positive of their existence. Many see such happenings as paranormal 

phenomena. The spirit guides tell us there is no such thing as super-

natural events for nothing can occur in the world of matter that is not 

within the physical and spiritual Laws of Life. 

     The American philosopher John Dewey (1859-1952) was a mate-

rialist—as many of the philosophers were—adopting the doctrine 

that matter is the only reality. He wrote that “the ever-enduring proc-

ess of perfecting, maturing, refining, is the aim in living.” But if we 

only have one life to live and death erases every memory of our 

earthly existence why should we bother trying to accomplish any-

thing, especially in the twilight of our years? It would be like putting 

a fresh coat of paint on a house the very day it is destined to be de-

molished. The older we become the more we realize the fleeting na-

ture and shortness of life, yet many of us still insist on applying more 

paint. Why? Do some of us instinctively know each layer of knowl-

edge we apply is an eternal treasure? The living dead never seem to 

have any motivation beyond personal gain, while those less stuck in 

materialism are more intent on personal growth. 

     What meaningful evidence is there to substantiate a spiritual exis-

tence beyond death? If we discover life to be nothing more than an 

accident of nature—the darkest form of materialism—our brief 

physical existence of pain and suffering is utterly pointless. How-

ever, before we set off looking for spiritual worlds we must first 

have some understanding of the material universe and the pathways 

that wind their way through the materialistic wall. 
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     Light in the universe 

          is as old as the universe itself. 

     From this primeval energy 

          subatomic particles materialized 

               and merged to form 

                    a palette of atoms. 

     Out of this ancient matter our 

          human bodies have been formed. 

     We are stellar chips 

          off the old universal block. 

     We are beings of light. 
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2 

 

Behind the Wall 

 

 

                                 Searching for meaning 

                                       in material ways, 

                                 Ear-splitting concerts 

                                       with vulgar displays, 

                                 Mind-numbing trips 

                                       on video machines, 

                                 X-rated movies 

                                       with cold-blooded scenes, 

                                 Centerfold romances 

                                       from a junk-food store; 

                                 Have you ever noticed 

                                       no one blushes anymore? 

 

 

During my summer vacation after my second year in high school, 

my mother and I spent many weeks picking strawberries on Vancou-

ver Island to earn some extra money. The people who owned the 

berry farm did not mind us gorging ourselves with the ripest plump-

est berries the first few days for they knew we would soon tire of 

them. And we did. It was not long before we could not bear to taste 

another strawberry. Even the largest juiciest berries went into the 

basket, the bigger the better. The more baskets filled, the more 

money we would collect at the end of the day’s picking. 

     Could this be why we are here on Earth; to get our bellies full of 

material things so we will tire of these short-lived pleasures and be-

gin to contemplate a more spiritual way of life? All arrangements of 

matter in the physical universe—stars and planets, plants and ani-

mals and human bodies—are all temporary manifestations. The trick 

is to learn from these material forms without becoming attached to 

them. Baruch Spinoza, the 17th century philosopher, proclaimed that 

our love for perishable things is the cause for all our unhappiness, 

“for when a thing is not loved, it will cause no quarrel, no unhappi-

ness if it perishes, no envy if it is possessed by somebody else, no 

fear, no hate, and, in short, no disturbance of the mind.” The spirit 

guides tell us we are imprisoned by our material desires. 
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     We often think of materialism as the plight of those striving to 

find that illusive state of happiness through material possessions; 

those who die with the most toys win. If our only gratification comes 

from worldly pleasures we tend to believe money and the things 

money can buy will make us happy. And it does for a while, but 

soon we are looking for something bigger and better. 

     I picture all the people in the world standing in a materialistic 

ocean at various depths. Some, like Mother Teresa, almost walk on 

top of the water. Others are knee deep, waist deep or up to their neck 

in this sea of materialism. Some cannot be seen for they are com-

pletely submerged. I wonder if the biblical tale of Peter walking 

upon the surface of the water is a parable about materialism. When 

Peter began to sink (into materialism) Jesus saved him, saying, “O 

thou of little faith, wherefore didst thou doubt?”— Matthew 14:31. 

Our level of spiritual awareness can be determined by how deep we 

are mired in the muddy waters of materialism. 

     The spirit guides tell us those who actively seek pleasure do so to 

escape responsibility, but the guides also acknowledge the courage it 

takes to be human. In the world of matter we are inclined to look for 

gratification in tangible ways; food, sex, alcohol and drugs; tuning 

out of life to seemingly touch heaven for a moment. For some of us, 

substance abuse may be the only way to awaken a lethargic spiritual-

ity. Those who suffer the physical and emotional pain inherent in 

beating an addiction almost always give credit to a higher spiritual 

presence for their recovery. The spirit guides tell us we are in the 

world of matter to build our own character and to accomplish our 

own evolution. This cannot be done through outward physical 

might; it can only be achieved through inner spiritual strength. 

     When materialism runs its course the question that often comes to 

mind is, “Is that all there is?” At this introspective point, hopefully, 

we will begin to wonder what life is all about. If we pursue this mys-

tical spark we will experience an increased spiritual awareness and a 

growing distaste for materialism. In a positive sense, then, the world 

of matter is a catalyst for spirituality. 

     The moment we question materialism is the moment we brush up 

against the materialistic wall. Suddenly we are aware of this confin-

ing cage of matter in which we exist and realize what a barrier it has 

been to our greater sense of freedom. We may even experience a 

strange feeling of being trapped. We begin to wonder what kind of 

magic brings about the miracles of life we have taken for granted for 

so many years. Cracks begin to appear in our own materialistic wall; 
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allowing the uplifting light of awareness to shine through, a growing 

enlightenment that will ultimately change our lives. 

     When we realize we have been living behind the materialistic 

wall since the day we were born, we begin to ponder the more lethal 

form of materialism: that we are made out of dust and at death back 

to dust we will go. Materialism means everything in the universe is 

finite; we are born, we experience life and then we die; death being 

the absolute end to our existence. This bleak prospect of life extin-

guishes every spark of hope and wrings out every ounce of meaning 

for human life. What’s the point of living at all? 

     With the help of Webster’s Dictionary materialism is defined as a 

theory that physical matter is the only fundamental reality, that all 

forms of being, in fact all phenomena, can be explained as manifes-

tations or results of matter. This means thought is the consequence 

of electrical sparks flashing about inside the brain, while emotions 

stem from subsequent chemical reactions in the glands. It means we 

can never be held responsible for our actions because we are all bio-

logical accidents of nature; this is the way we were born. It means 

all our choices are made for us through random chemical-electrical 

interactions and free will is simply an illusion. 

     The opening sentence to Carl Sagan’s renowned 1980 book, Cos-

mos, always gives me a sinking feeling in my stomach: “The Cos-

mos is all that is or ever was or ever will be.” The first time I read 

that sentence a feeling of despair welled up within me as though my 

whole being had been hopelessly incarcerated. How limiting. How 

confining. How dark and devoid of vision. We are much more than 

cosmic stardust. Sagan’s finite view of the universe annihilates body 

and soul and gives poignant meaning to Thoreau’s observation that 

most people live out their lives in “quiet desperation,” as though 

they were prisoners on death row. 

     Science is a study of the physical universe, but the essence of life 

is beyond matter and cannot be explained using restrictive scientific 

methods. Any reference to design in nature is denounced by the sci-

entific world as religion cloaked in the guise of science. Ironically, 

abject materialism has many of the dogmatic earmarks associated 

with religious fundamentalism. With self-enforced tunnel vision, 

scientists scoff at the unseen world and miss out on the real wonder 

of it all by clinging to a materially constrained discipline. The scien-

tific mission is to explain every piece and part of the world, even the 

most intangible nuances of life, in some material way. It’s like trying 

to write a book about love without expressing any feelings. 
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     To illustrate the materialistic mentality I have produced the fol-

lowing three views of the block of marble we might imagine had 

once stood in Michelangelo’s backyard from which he lovingly 

carved out his exquisite statue of David.  

      In the first view we see the marble block out of doors braving the 

elements, wind and rain and probably some lightning from time to 

time. In the second view we see a few of the traits we would expect 

Michelangelo to have had in order for him to create such a work of 

art, along with some tools and, of course, time. Michelangelo com-

pleted the 14.24-foot statue of David in about two years, between 

1501 and 1503. We can reasonably attribute inspiration, patience, 

willpower and talent to Michelangelo’s spiritual self, while his mind 

would have contributed planning and intelligence and through prac-

tice and experience he would have acquired the physical skills nec-

essary to carve and shape the marble. 

     The third view is the same as the second view after discarding all 

the attributes evolutionists seem to think are unnecessary to create 

such a magnificent sculpture. While being exposed to the elements, 

one of a multiplicity of marble blocks would have, over time and by 

chance, magically turned into the glorious statue of David. 

     This seems silly to us. Surely the qualities depicted in the second 

view would have been required for the great master to create this 

beautiful work of art. We instinctively know all the wonderful char-

acteristics Michelangelo possessed were necessary, yet they are 

tossed aside. As strange as it may seem the scientific community sees 

the origin and evolution of life on Earth in this same just-by-chance 

material magic manner. As we contemplate this we should begin to 

wonder. We may even experience a sudden leap in awareness. 

     Science knows order, left to its own devices, always moves to-

ward chaos in the physical universe, yet evolutionists either ignore 

this fact or find it difficult to believe. To try to explain the enigmas 

of life within the confines of materialism, theoretical gaps have been 
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filled in with groundless assumptions with an utter faith that a scien-

tific explanation will eventually be discovered. It is easy to fall into 

this take-for-granted attitude and allow ourselves to go along believ-

ing in material magic through simplistic thinking, but when we de-

mand that we think deeply, clearly and logically we come to realize 

there has to be more to life than what our five senses reveal. Despite 

the efforts of the scientific community to prove otherwise, all the 

wonders of life cannot be explained behind the materialistic wall. 

     The world is endowed with skillful and intelligent scientists, but 

their vocation binds them to materialism, forcing them into a state of 

perpetual denial. Cut off from their spiritual selves they are unable 

to see the real and larger extent of their being. However, it is diffi-

cult not to get preoccupied with materialism while existing in a 

physical body, a machine that needs daily and, sometimes, excep-

tional maintenance. If it were not for the materialistic approach of 

medical science many lifesaving drugs and procedures would never 

have been developed. 

     Science is essential simply because we live in a physical body in 

a physical universe, but we will never discover the hidden mysteries 

of life if we do not expand our awareness beyond materialism. The 

late Carl Sagan was, like most scientists, caught in the materialistic 

web. His intelligence opened a wide window of wonder to his mind, 

but the peer-pressure-strait-jacket firmly closed the door. 

     Some scientists engaged in artificial intelligence (AI) believe we 

will eventually acquire the knowledge to create machines that will 

replicate human beings. They are extremely devoted to materialism, 

some even believing robots will become so sophisticated they will 

evolve into conscious beings and threaten human life. This absurdity 

brings to mind an old cartoon I once saw. In the first frame a mas-

sive computer is boldly looking down at a small figure of a man ex-

claiming it had become so powerful it was now in control of the 

world. In the next frame the man is seen nonchalantly walking out of 

the room after having pulled the power plug to the computer. Robots 

will always be mindless programmed machines, and like all ma-

chines, totally dependent upon human beings. 

     In Roger Penrose’s book, The Emperor’s New Mind, he argues 

against artificial intelligence. It is clearly obvious, he says, that com-

putations alone cannot produce feelings of “pleasure or pain.” Only 

the human soul can appreciate the grandeur of a symphony, admire 

the composition of a masterpiece or delight in the rhythm of a poem. 

Penrose says science sees life as some complex mathematical equa-
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tion of which humans are essentially robots guided by “precise 

mathematical laws.” Many working in AI believe the physical body, 

in fact our whole being, can be explained by one very complex 

mathematical formula. I wonder what part of the formula sends a 

cold chill up my spine whenever I contemplate such a possibility. 

     Mathematics belongs to energy and matter, space and time; it is 

what measures the material universe. There is a part of us that can-

not be calibrated, a part of us that is infinite. Human beings are well 

beyond the reach of programmed instructions. 

     Computer chess programs are now so sophisticated they can play 

chess at the level of a grandmaster. These programs can even em-

ploy logic tailored to the opponent’s moves and become more diffi-

cult to defeat. But, still, the program is not conscious, it has no emo-

tions. It cannot get so angry at losing that it upsets the board, scatter-

ing the chess pieces hither and yon; unless it is specifically pro-

grammed to do so. Upon losing, the program could be coded to dis-

play the pieces being thrown across the video screen before shutting 

down in a huff. When the chess program displayed this fit of anger 

would be entirely up to how the programmer coded the program. 

     The programmer could have the coded logic always display false 

anger on Monday, or if the day of the month is an odd number, or if 

it loses three games in a row. Despite how the anger-routine is han-

dled it is still programmed. A computer up and running is infinitely 

less than a human being. It is wired to check for peripherals, but it is 

not aware of itself—it is not alive. It does not think or imagine. It has 

no emotions, no sense of humor and no feelings. It can only do what 

it is programmed to do, and from here to eternity the computer will 

never do anything more than what it is programmed to do. No matter 

how hard we try, free will cannot be programmed. 

     In my lifetime I have attended my share of funerals. It has always 

been difficult for me to believe that the body lying in state is the per-

son I once knew and admired because to me it was the person’s per-

sonality that I loved. The animating spirit had departed. All that re-

mained was a body as lifeless as an unconnected computer. Before a 

computer is turned on it is a dead pile of matter made up of plastic, 

glass, silicon, and sheet metal, but once it is booted up, sending 

about five volts of electricity into its workings, the resident software 

magically awakens this responsive mechanical genie. Are we like 

this computer? Does the physical body stop creating electricity when 

it dies (the materialistic view) or does the animating soul leave the 

material body and live on in a spirit body (the spiritualistic view)? 
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     We can focus our thoughts and increase our awareness with re-

spect to materialism by examining the various formations of matter 

in the world. In the physical universe we can classify material mani-

festations into three groups. First, there are the natural formations of 

matter; like stars, planets, mountains and rivers which we attribute to 

the physical laws of the universe. In the second group are unnatural 

formations of matter; like buildings, bridges and boats, which we 

attribute to human ingenuity. Most people will agree with these first 

two statements. Thirdly, there are organic formations of matter, like 

plants, animals and people, which some see as creations of God, 

while others see as natural formations of matter due to the laws of 

evolution, such as natural selection and random mutations. As far as 

we know, the second and third groups of physical forms in the uni-

verse have all originated from Earth.   

     If I was asked to describe the universe in two words, the two 

words I would choose would be thoughts and things. In between the 

thoughts and things is the materialistic wall. If all plant and animal 

life on Earth suddenly vanished there would still be continents and 

oceans. There would still be mountains and lakes and rivers, ice-

bergs and snow. But all the magic of life would be gone; no soil, no 

trees, no flowers, no grasses, no fishes, no birds, no animals and no 

people. Everything we consider to be alive would no longer exist. 

Nothing would remain but rocks, barren land and lifeless oceans. All 

the thoughts would be gone, only the things would remain. 

     We all perceive the materialistic wall to some degree, but even 

when we logically come up against it many of us stop ourselves 

from going further. We cling to our physical senses and ignore the 

unseen. We take for granted the things we encounter in the physical 

world and overlook the thoughts because they are so ethereal. If one 

considers the mind, memory and emotions to be beyond the physical 

body, as the ancient mystics believed, then in every moment we 

traverse this imperceptible barrier whether we know it or not. There 

is not one form of life in the physical world that has not been created 

by thought. In the world of matter many of us ignore the thoughts 

because we see them as things. Most people see a rose as a thing. To 

me a rose is a thought, a beautiful thought. 

     The spirit guides tell us, due to the Law of Knowledge, revelation 

cannot be greater than the human capacity to understand. Higher 

laws and higher knowledge is revealed to us as our awareness ex-

pands; as we evolve spiritually. We are all at different levels of 

awareness. This disparity can be found in the tales of enlightened 
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souls throughout human history who have come to the aid of those 

struggling with mental blindness. Erich Fromm, in The Art of Lov-

ing, refers to those blindly stuck in materialism as soulless zom-

bies—a walking corpse. Little can be done for the lost souls of the 

world until through the lessons of life and through one’s own desire 

to seek there is an expansion of spiritual awareness. As Christ pro-

claimed, “Let the dead bury their dead.”— Matthew 8:22. 

 

     They’re surface people. They’re not soulless; they have a soul, 

     But it’s hidden in some deep dark corner of their being. 

     Some call them sleepwalkers, robots; the walking dead 

     Driven only by what their five senses push into their brains. 

     Beyond that there’s an awareness of nothing. 

 

     The spirit guides say all we can do for such people is to feel sorry 

for them. Some feel there is a sense of judgment attached to feeling 

sorry for those stuck in materialism. We should be able to do more 

for lost souls than just feel sorry for them, but we really cannot. At 

every opportunity we can offer some wisdom that may take hold and 

make a difference, be it from personal experience or a philosophical 

thought, but change, even learning, is an individual choice. Even 

though there is an equal measure of Divinity within us all, which 

includes gifts of talent, intelligence and creativity, these abilities do 

not manifest equally throughout the human population. All the capa-

bilities of mind, body and soul can be realized through teaching and 

training, but only if the student is willing. 

     Knowledge seems to rub off on us naturally, especially in our 

youth, which may lead us to believe we can teach another, even by 

force; but according to the spirit guides that is not possible. Every 

moment we choose to learn or not to learn, every moment we choose 

to see or not to see, because every moment we have the free will to 

choose. Expansion of awareness—spiritual growth—is a deeply per-

sonal quest. No one can do it for us. 

     One of the puzzles early philosophers pondered was the differ-

ence between life and non-life; thoughts and things. They noticed 

some forms of matter showed a propensity for life and were alive, 

like plants and animals, while other material forms, like sand and 

rocks, seemed quite dead. It is important to have some knowledge of 

what is life and what is non-life. Understanding the separation exist-

ing between these two states of matter broadens awareness. 
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LIFE 

 

  

                                        Light to protons 

                                       To atoms, to sands, 

                                    To rocks, to boulders 

                                       To mountainous lands. 

                                    Alas! But as life 

                                       They all miserably fail, 

                                    Cold and dead as the 

                                        Proverbial door nail. 

 

 

When living organisms die, the matter that makes up their physical 

bodies begins to break down and decay. If it were not for this proc-

ess and the work of scavengers we might be living in a very clut-

tered and macabre world. Dead matter always withers, crumbles, 

and decomposes; it never builds up, becomes more complex or 

evolves. Why? It is because of the law of entropy. This is what the 

spirit guides refer to as the Law of Matter, which we know as the 

physical laws of the universe. Through the physical sciences we are 

aware of many of these laws, such as the law of gravity. 

     There is a branch of physics called thermodynamics in which 

there are two very important laws. The first law is the conservation 

of energy, which states that the total energy content of a closed sys-

tem is constant, meaning energy cannot be lost nor created—it can 

only be transformed. This is the origin of the old adage “There’s no 

such thing as a free lunch,” because a gain of energy in one place 

always causes an equal loss of energy somewhere else. Hot water 

mixed with cold water will cool down the hot water molecules and 

heat up the colder ones. The energy in the hot water is not lost, but 

simply dispersed amongst the entire volume of liquid—a balancing 

of energies—and this move toward a uniform temperature is the sec-

ond law of thermodynamics, the law of entropy. 

     In a much broader sense, the first law of thermodynamics says 

the total energy of the universe is constant, while the second law of 

thermodynamics says the entropy of the universe is continually in-

creasing. This law of entropy means the universe will continue to 
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cool down until all matter has a homogenous temperature, likely one 

that is ultimately frigid. Without constant radiation from the Sun the  

Earth would soon become a cold lifeless planet. 

     We instinctively know material objects deteriorate, which is why 

we cherish ancient artifacts and timeworn antiques, especially those 

rare treasures in mint condition. All matter in the universe is affected 

by entropy. However, on Earth we know some matter for often a 

period of hundreds of years does not succumb completely to this 

second law of thermodynamics. This is what we think of as organic 

matter. Living plants and animals are affected by entropy to some 

degree, but not entirely until they die, at which time the organism 

begins to decay. For example, a tree grows and resists entropy for 

years; only the leaves that fall off in autumn give way to entropy, 

decay and become part of the environment. 

     Webster’s defines entropy as the degradation of matter and en-

ergy in the universe to an ultimate state of inert uniformity. We 

might think of the universe as a massive bowl of porridge that con-

tinues to cool off. As far as science can determine there is nothing in 

the universe, like a colossal microwave oven, capable of reheating 

the porridge. It is natural for matter in the physical universe to dete-

riorate over time and unnatural for matter to possess magical quali-

ties, like a propensity for life, which makes the fact of life that much 

more miraculous. To grasp the awesome wonder of life we need to 

be acutely aware that we are living in an entropy-ridden universe. 

     Robert Southey’s familiar bedtime story, Goldilocks and the 

Three Bears, employs entropy in the twists and turns of the story’s 

plot. The three bears go for a walk in the woods to let their porridge 

cool down, which it does—all by itself. Children are not amazed at 

this, being aware early on in life of the ever-present nature of en-

tropy. Mothers instinctively know entropy rules, “You kids stop 

playing and come to the table before your supper gets cold.” Moth-

ers also know matter is senseless and inert. “Have you kids cleaned 

up your room yet? It’s not going to clean itself.” 

     Turning to Webster’s once again we see life is defined as “that 

property of plants and animals which makes it possible for them to 

take in food, get energy from it, grow, adapt themselves to their sur-

roundings, and reproduce their own kind: it is the quality that distin-

guishes a living animal or plant from inorganic matter or a dead or-

ganism.” I think there is a less complicated way to define life be-

cause, to me, the difference between life and non-life is as stark as a 

tree growing in the desert. Life is matter that can stave off entropy. 
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     Many years ago I had been contemplating how life could over-

come entropy and spontaneously arise out of dead matter when I 

happened upon Scott Peck’s book, The Road Less Traveled. Peck 

says the concept that organisms can grow and evolve counter to the 

force of entropy is neither new nor original, yet this fact seems to be 

ignored by science. Life is mystifying and baffling and for it to exist 

in such a deteriorating environment is nothing short of miraculous. 

How does life move counter to the physical laws of the universe? 

The primordial muck from which all life supposedly sprang had to 

have been affected by the same force of entropy that has affected all 

matter in the universe since forever. It should be clearly obvious to 

anyone who contemplates the second law of thermodynamics that 

life could never have spontaneously arisen in an entropy-ridden uni-

verse. It makes no sense for life—for us—to be here at all. 

     Why have the devastating effects of entropy on matter not made 

scientific headlines? Astonishingly, this puzzling aspect of life has 

simply been ignored. Could there be a life force capable of offsetting 

entropy? We might think of a life force as a program that selects and 

guides matter to conform to the blueprint of a living organism; simi-

lar to the way software directs the processing of data in a computer. 

Matter without a life force is subject to entropy, but matter with a 

life force staves off entropy through constant maintenance. The 

spirit guides tell us organic matter is animated by a life force invisi-

ble to our five-sensory awareness—material manifestations that only 

appear to be alive. Without spirit there would be no life, where there 

is life there must also be spirit. 

     In the 1960s, when businesses were rushing to computerize their 

accounting systems, the new word “software” was heard often in the 

news. Back then built-in-logic was hard-wired into equipment like a 

giant microchip and the intangible nature of software was a difficult 

concept for many to grasp. I was developing software in those com-

puter-pioneering days and my father asked me to explain the differ-

ence between hardware and software. I told him to think of hardware 

as his stereo equipment (his receiver, amplifier, speakers and turnta-

ble) and to think of software as the music. Ah, the music, the beauty, 

the intelligence—the soul? Like the physical universe, computer 

hardware is limited by time and space, but software is metaphysical, 

being the imaginative and pliant fruits of the mind. 

     Spiritual dimensions are planes of energy vibrating at higher rates 

than the electromagnetic range we can detect scientifically, although 

some psychics are able to perceive auras surrounding life. The hu-
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man aura is a field of colorful energy that reflects a person’s mental 

and emotional state. How we think and feel alters the subtle vibra-

tions of our multihued auras, which means thoughts and feelings are 

not fleetingly intangible as many believe, but have form. 

     It may always be scientifically impossible to detect the auras of 

life, even though some believe this can be done through Aura or Kir-

lian photography. Detecting energy outside of the physical dimen-

sion by using scientific instruments constructed from energy inside 

the physical dimension may never be possible. 

     Dr. Thomas Galen received a US patent in 1949 for his “psychic 

machine,” which was purported to detect energy at higher vibrations. 

He believed undetectable energy emanated from all material objects 

at different frequencies of vibration; he called it eloptic radiation. 

Although the psychic machine worked for a large segment of the 

population it did not work for everyone. It seems the more psychic is 

the person operating the machine the better it works. 

     We all have clairvoyant and psychometric abilities. It is doubtful 

Galen’s machine is really doing anything more than bolstering the 

psychic abilities of the operators through their belief in the appara-

tus. It is known that parts of the machine could be removed or re-

placed with other pieces of equipment and it would still function. 

Those who believed the machine worked did so because they did not 

believe they had psychic abilities, which in fact we all possess to 

some degree. By simply holding an object in my hand I have had 

pictures flash into my mind clairvoyantly giving me a wide range of 

knowledge about the source and the owner of the article; this is a 

psychic capability known as psychometry. 

     The physical body is restricted to that slice of energy in tune with 

the world of matter, but the spirit body, the etheric body, is beyond 

the materialistic wall. The multicolored aura surrounding the physi-

cal body is the etheric body, which vibrates at a higher frequency 

and is an exact, but perfect duplicate of the material body. Psychics 

see auras by shifting their consciousness to their etheric bodies 

where the vibrations are higher and more compatible. As previously 

mentioned, everyone is psychic, but few make the effort to connect 

with their innate abilities to see beyond space and time. By increas-

ing our spiritual awareness through knowledge we create within our-

selves greater opportunities to expand our vision. It takes vision to 

see beyond the constraints of materialism. 
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VISION 

 

  

                                       Human bodies, 

                                        insignificant bits 

                                           of the cosmic whole; 

                                    Yet all-that-is, 

                                        so comfortably fits 

                                            here inside my soul. 

 

  

Albert Einstein commented, “Imagination is more important than 

knowledge.” I wonder if he might not have meant vision to be more 

important than knowledge. Imagination borders on the realm of sci-

ence fiction, while vision has a ring of prescience and truth to it. Vi-

sion summons excellence while imagination can conjure up any-

thing. Vision is imagination with one’s feet on the ground. 

     Vision is the road to knowledge, while knowledge is the road to 

wisdom. Vision is essential for we can learn only so much about the 

universe through our five physical senses; taste, touch, smell, hear-

ing and sight. Taste has a range of zero. We can touch what is within 

the reach of our arms and legs. Depending on the wind, smell might 

be measured in hundreds of yards. The extent of our hearing is de-

pendent upon sound traveling via air waves, measured in miles if the 

sound is loud enough. How far we can see is determined by how far 

light travels, a distance measured in light-years. Vision is infinite. 

     Our ability to invent instruments to heighten our senses has in-

creased our knowledge, but only through vision can we discern dis-

tant quasars and minute subatomic particles. We will never see in-

side an atom or journey to the outer reaches of the universe, but our 

minds can take us there anytime we want. The more knowledge we 

gather, the clearer our mental imaging becomes, but not until knowl-

edge puts the picture in perfect focus will we have found the truth. 

     Few human beings have ever walked on the Moon, but because 

of space exploration we can picture ourselves there. A hundred years 

ago we might have thought the Moon was inhabited or made of 

green cheese. Now, due to science we know better, and through the 

acquisition of knowledge our minds can take us to places our bodies 
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cannot go. We can visualize our solar system floating right in front 

of our eyes and in the next moment glimpse grazing dinosaurs mil-

lion of years in the past. Mentally we can watch stars explode as 

they plummet into the abyss of a black hole or we could sit on a pro-

ton and be dazzled by the spinning electrons. We have the unique 

capacity to imagine anything and without this ability there would be 

no theories and no scientific progress. 

     There are some scientific paradigms that do not have a clear ring 

of truth to them. For clarity, I have defined a paradigm as a scientific 

model, an established theory on some area of study. The big bang 

theory is a paradigm and so is the theory of evolution. Current 

thought on subatomic particles is a paradigm. That a devastating 

meteor colliding with Earth killed all the dinosaurs is a paradigm. 

Materialism is the most incarcerating paradigm of all. 

     All the current paradigms that have seemingly frozen the vision 

of much of the academic world are still only theories. No one has 

ever ventured into the depths of the universe. No one has ever trav-

eled back in time to the Jurassic Period. No one has ever crawled 

inside of an atom. No one has ever observed an ape evolve into a 

human being. And, no one has ever witnessed the spontaneous gen-

eration of life from primordial slime or any slime for that matter. 

The blind acceptance of scientific paradigms restricts vision. 

     Erich Fromm, in Escape from Freedom, links emotions and spon-

taneity with vision; without emotional freedom creativity is smoth-

ered. He says we are discouraged from thinking for ourselves and 

encouraged to accept established thought. Although science students 

must learn to be objective they are strongly affected by an academic 

rigidity, being stamped out of the same old mold and coerced into 

viewing the world without passion. 

     Time and money constraints force universities to grind students 

through the education system quickly, doling out what Leo Bus-

caglia in Personhood describes as, “knowledge without judgment 

and facts without meaning.” We are taught to suppress our inspired 

feelings and wondrous visions to cope in a world where productivity 

demands that we possess skills and know the facts. The world is be-

ing weaned of passion, smothering creativity. Education is not filling 

a bucket but lighting a fire. 

     Thomas Blakeslee, in The Right Brain, says the left side of the 

human brain is “logical” while the right side is “intuitive.” He be-

lieves there is a steady degradation in higher education because edu-

cators disregard the intuitive right side of the brain and lean heavily 
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toward left brain logical thinking, so much so the only avenue left 

open to doctoral graduates is to become scholars themselves, feeding 

a system that cannot help but become increasingly more analytical 

and less and less intuitive. 

     We memorize facts at the expense of learning. I recall doing a 

crossword puzzle in which “memorizing” was one of the clues. I 

struggled for quite some time before I realized the answer wanted 

was “learning.” My mind has never equated rote memorizing with 

the art of learning. The two disciplines seem at odds with each other. 

Knowing facts is quite different from knowing how the facts became 

facts. Is what we are learning the truth or is it just one of many other 

possibilities? I have a feeling most young people pay it no mind be-

cause they have been starved of vision. 

     Far too often theories are reported in the media as though they 

have been factually proven. Blind acceptance of scientific paradigms 

conditions us to embrace theories without question. We end up be-

lieving what we are taught, never taking the time to give it much 

thought. It is easier to accept everything than to engage in analytical 

thinking. Nathaniel Branden, in The Psychology of Self-esteem, says, 

“Thinking is mental work.” Deep thinking requires great effort. Ein-

stein never accepted the conclusion of a physics experiment until he 

could picture it clearly in his mind. Often he was in agreement, but 

not until he could thoroughly understand the entire process. One of 

his vision enhancing practices was to never stop questioning. 

     Whether we lean toward the scientific, the religious or the spiri-

tual we are quite capable of believing in anything. The big bang the-

ory and Darwin’s theory of evolution are hypothetical ideas. The 

scientific effort that has gone into trying to prove these theories truly 

represent reality has been enormous, even though skeptics continue 

to point out obvious flaws. Scholars become so comfortable with 

established theories they are mentally blind to evidence conflicting 

with their own cherished notions. It is what Scott Peck, in The Road 

Less Traveled, describes as “scientific tunnel vision.” 

     James Lovelock, in The Ages of Gaia, says most scientists are 

employees and constrained from doing pure science, giving up their 

inspirational freedom for the safety net of a steady paycheck. And 

that independent science inspired by curiosity that flourished in prior 

centuries is now “ever more closely guarded by a self-imposed in-

quisition called the peer review.” The theological establishment that 

once outlawed scientific knowledge has been supplanted by the 

dogma of a materialistic science. 
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     Science wants material proof, for materialism is the foundation of 

science, but the grand conclusions derived from scant and incom-

plete data may be quite wrong. The big bang theory and the theory 

of evolution are both very complex paradigms, each developed from 

one single premise. The big bang theory sprang from red-shifted 

cosmic light thought to be due to an expanding universe, while Dar-

win’s theory of evolution was born from the adaptability of a few 

finches in the Galapagos Archipelago. 

     Although vision is rare, tunnel vision is not. If we accept all the 

beauty in the world without wonder or, worse, see this magnificence 

of life as accidents of nature, we are merely skimming the surface of 

life. We know there is more to life than what our five senses reveal, 

but until we stop suppressing our deeper perceptions and intuitions 

we really do not know there is more to life than what meets the eye. 

It takes vision to see spiritual guidance and intelligence is vital for 

life to exist in an entropy-ridden world. 

     Progress decelerates the closer we approach the culmination of 

any branch of knowledge. It is like traveling halfway to some desti-

nation each day, making the greatest progress early on, but eventu-

ally we find ourselves only millimeters away. In such a scenario we 

never arrive, we just add details to details. That is where human 

knowledge is, inches away from the materialistic wall. Science will 

soon have to go beyond materialism to find metaphysical answers to 

their physical questions. 

     The most visible scientific paradigms are rationalized by a series 

of precise accidental events that would have had to have taken place 

for the theory to work, but such precision stacks the odds against 

these events ever happening in the first place. To justify this deli-

cacy in force or timing the theory shoots off in compensating direc-

tions and becomes unjustifiably complex. To find truth we must first 

search for simplicity.  
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SIMPLICITY 

 

 

                                     What Nature has wrought 

                                           is simpleness, 

                                      Nothing more and 

                                            nothing less. 

 

 

The epitome of simplicity is the natural way energy flows, combines 

and settles in the universe. Within nebulae of hydrogen gas an equi-

librium forms between gravity and nuclear energy to create stars. 

Gravitational fields within the solar system guides planets around 

the Sun naturally. There is a consistent symmetry in the chemistry of 

molecules and the formation of atomic elements. These phenomena 

occur naturally due to the physical laws of the universe. Without 

intelligence there can be no complexity, only pure simplicity. The 

spirit guides tell us simplicity is the pathway to truth. 

     Although science does not have all the answers to how galaxies 

formed or the true nature of subatomic particles, I believe these mys-

teries, if they are ever definitively brought to light, will reveal sim-

ple, logical and natural truths. Supernovas, sunspots, craters, volca-

noes, mountains, oceans and crystals are examples of the natural 

ways in which energy is displayed in the universe. These non-life 

manifestations are simple because they follow what the spirit guides 

say are God’s natural laws. Life on the other hand is too complex to 

be natural. Complexity has to be devised. 

     Be aware that every non-life configuration—atoms, stars, planets 

and mountains—form naturally due to the physical laws of the uni-

verse. And be equally aware that the complexities of life—bacteria, 

insects, plants and animals—could only have been created through 

intelligent intervention; otherwise an enormous series of fortuitous 

accidents ideally in step with Earth’s changing environment would 

have had to take place to produce the complex simplicity of life. 

Physical life could not have arisen, nor could it evolve in an entropy-

ridden world without intelligent guidance. Knowing this, a mountain 

of improbability should arise to set our minds to wondering; opening 

new pathways to a grander and greater awareness. 
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     Simplicity is beauty and beauty is truth. Nature has the wonderful 

capacity to create complexity in its simplest most beautiful form. We 

are naturally attracted to the beauty of simplistic symmetry, features 

that are even and balanced. What we often think of as ugly is really 

beauty in its most effective form. To me, the pelican is the ugliest, 

most beautiful creature I have ever seen. I don’t much like spiders, 

but they are nature’s economically-designed perfect creatures. Look 

at an insect under a microscope and it seems alien, but it has been 

created with no unnecessary appendages and, yet, nothing essential 

has been left out. Life in its simplistic complexity is an unquestion-

able testament to creative intelligence. 

     A rose is a wonder of simplistic beauty; a scattered symmetry of 

petals with a velvety texture and a richness of color permeated with 

a heavenly scent. A rose is such an incredible “accident” of nature it 

is difficult to describe it in words alone, but there would be a serious 

hole in life without roses. Nature has created spectacular flowers of 

simple beauty. Add a petal and it seems too much. Take a petal away 

and there’s something missing. What Nature has wrought is simple-

ness, nothing more and nothing less. 

     I believe the creative abilities of humankind have the potential to 

be exactly like those evident in nature, always moving toward sim-

plistic excellence in a passionate desire to create. It comes from the 

Divinity within. Dancers and athletes strive for perfect form, smooth 

simple movements that appear effortless. As artists mature, simplic-

ity is expressed more often in their works of art, and as we grow in 

awareness we come to marvel at the uncomplicated innocence in 

their paintings, music, poetry and theories. 

     Einstein attributes his success to the fact he never lost his child-

like wonder and because of this always asked the simplest of ques-

tions. Picasso, only later in life, felt he could, through artistic matur-

ity, create drawings with the simple artistry of a child. Great artists 

have always marveled at the simplistic beauty found in nature; try-

ing to describe its wonders in words, or capture its beauty on canvas, 

or mimic its sounds in music. 

     Bizarre complex notions are the invention of those trying to un-

derstand what is unknowable at this moment in human development. 

The current cosmic theory suggests a universe resulting from an ex-

ploding primeval singularity known as the big bang. We hear of hy-

pothetical dark energy and dark matter to account for hypothetical 

missing mass. Subatomic particles, the bits and bytes of the uni-

verse, have reached mind-boggling entanglements with its zoo of 
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particles, antiparticles and virtual particles, some existing for a mere 

trillionth of a second. But even this model of matter is simple com-

pared to the current string theory of particle physics. To find the se-

crets of the universe we need to make simplicity our goal and to be 

wary of getting mentally bogged down by theoretical complexities. 

     The spirit guides tell us our five-sensory world is merely one 

plane of existence within a multidimensional universe. The energy-

matter that makes up the physical universe is but a small slice of an 

infinite spectrum of energy. Arthur Findlay, in On the Edge of the 

Etheric, says the breadth of energy in the physical dimension is but 

“an inch in a mile.” An infinite electromagnetic spectrum may be a 

difficult concept to imagine in our finite world, but we can get some 

idea of it if we try to imagine the smallest or largest number possi-

ble. We quickly realize, despite how small or how large that number 

is, we can always go smaller or larger. That is infinity. The spirit 

guides say the lower the plane of energy in this infinite spectrum the 

more physical it is in appearance. It is difficult to imagine lower 

grosser worlds, but psychics have been communicating with beings 

in higher planes of existence for thousands of years. 

     Through the work of psychical researchers, spirit contact has be-

come more widespread since the mid 19th century. The spirit guides 

existing in the higher planes say they must grow down—lower the 

vibrations of their spirit bodies—in order to communicate through 

psychic mediums on Earth. When the material body dies, the spirit 

guides say we step out of the physical body and go on living in the 

lighter etheric body. We will be met by waiting spirit guides or 

“dead” relatives and be taken to a compatible spiritual plane of exis-

tence, one that vibrates at the same rate as that of our etheric body. 

But those with deep emotional ties to Earth, having a strong desire to 

contact loved ones to show they are still alive, may materialize their 

spirit body temporarily and be seen as a ghost. 

     Many people do not believe in ghosts, but the fact we have the 

word “ghost” in the English language is strong circumstantial evi-

dence that they do exist. Obviously someone at sometime must have 

seen or sensed a ghost and coined the word. 

     The Inuit who populate the coastal regions of the Arctic have up-

wards to a hundred words to describe snow because most of the time 

their world is covered in snow. They were once so isolated from the 

rest of humankind they believed they were the only people in the 

world. They have no separate word in their Inuktitut language for 

“tree” because they had never seen a tree. 
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     In the English/Inuktitut dictionary the Inuit do, however, have the 

word IJURUQ, meaning a ghost that has returned from the dead, and 

the word ANGIQRANIQ, meaning a dead person that has come 

back to live in their worldly home. It occurred to me that if the Inuit 

have no word for “tree,” because they had never seen a tree; but they 

do have words to describe ghosts, they must have had some commu-

nication with dead relatives. Through simple reasoning then ghosts 

must truly exist. Over thirty years before I had a brief message from 

beyond the materialistic wall, an experience that began my spiritual 

quest in earnest. Here is what happened. 

     My father died in 1972 of a massive brain hemorrhage following 

a successful bypass operation for arteriosclerosis. I had not known of 

his ghostly return to try to communicate with my stepmother until 

the subject happened to come up after my son and I had experienced 

a brief contact with my father’s spirit through an Ouija board seven 

years after his death. I was relating the spirit message we had re-

ceived to Mona, my step-aunt, on the patio at my father’s home in 

Manotick, Ontario overlooking the Rideau River. My two half-

siblings were away at university and now only Mona and Cathy, my 

stepmother, lived in the big house. It was a bright warm summer 

day, not the usual setting for a classic ghost story. 

      “I heard something about you seeing Dad’s ghost. Did that really 

happen?” I asked Mona tentatively. 

      “Oh yes,” Mona said emphatically. “Your father came home the 

night he died. He came into the master bedroom where I was with 

the two children.” She paused momentarily, and then said with a 

curious expression, “He was wearing his smoking jacket.” Although 

he was in spirit he was able to fully materialize, clothes and all.   

      “Weren’t you frightened?” 

      “No…” Mona paused to remember the incident. She seemed sur-

prised she had not been afraid because she had always said she was 

terrified of ghosts. “Your father said, ‘Where’s Cathy?’ I pointed to 

Lisa’s room and he left and went down the hall. I thought I heard 

him say ‘Cathy, I’m okay. I’m okay.’”  

     Later that day I asked my stepmother about the night my father 

died. She contradicted Mona and said her sister had been quite 

shaken by the experience. “I was lying down in Lisa’s room,” she 

explained. “I felt the mattress go down as though someone had come 

in and sat on the corner of the bed, but I was too frightened to look 

up.” She paused, reflecting on the memory. “You know, your father 

told me if he died he would try to come back and contact me.” 
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     It seemed incredible that seven years had passed and I had not 

known of my father’s ghost. The previous night I had set up the 

Ouija board in the dining room by the light of a candle, my son anx-

ious to see if it would work. I remember putting my left hand on the 

Ouija pointer (message indicator) so I could write down any mes-

sages with my dominant right hand. We waited a few moments and 

then the pointer began to move, slowly at first. 

     I wrote down some meaningless letter combinations, but soon 

after the pointer began to dart about pointing out the letters I M O K; 

repeating this I M O K message several times. This occurred faster 

and more rhythmically than I could have done it with my right hand 

in a brightly lit room. This “I am okay” message was the same one 

Mona thought she had heard seven years before from my father who 

had returned and physically manifested his etheric body for a brief 

time the night he died. My son asked for a name and the pointer 

promptly spelled out “Cathy,” my stepmother’s name. 

     Rosemary Altea is a world-renowned English medium. She is 

able to see and hear entities from the spirit world. In her best-selling 

book, The Eagle and the Rose, she says spirits, usually deceased 

relatives, are around us all the time. Once death has occurred the 

spirit, now free from the constraints of the physical body, has a de-

sire to tell their family that they are still alive. They also continue to 

have an interest in our lives and in world events. 

     Bill and Judy Guggenheim in their book Hello from Heaven re-

late hundreds of ADCs (After Death Communications) in which 

those recently deceased have a strong desire to get a message to their 

loved ones to let them know in some way that they are okay. ADCs 

can be sentient, auditory, by touch, by scent or visual. Many people 

living ordinary lives today in North America have experienced ghost 

sightings of dead relatives. Those in my family, including myself, 

have personally experienced partial visual ADCs of late relatives. 

Occasionally, while watching television I can smell my grandfa-

ther’s tobacco. My parents on occasion have brought me messages 

from their spirit world through mediums in our research group. 

     What Hello from Heaven brings to light is the fact that visual 

ADCs are common everyday occurrences. Spirit beings existing in 

higher dimensions must be able to manifest in the physical world 

under certain circumstances, especially soon after death as my father 

did. Otherwise, an apparition could not be sensed and we would not 

have a word to describe such an entity. As I mentioned before, in my 

home circle, in which a few spiritual seekers sit around a table to 
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develop physical mediumship and clairvoyance, spirit beings have 

manifested sufficiently for me to physically touch them and for them 

to physically touch me. 

     One critic of spirituality says when examining spirit phenomena 

we should always seek the simplest explanation. It is called the law 

of parsimony, which means the simpler explanation should always 

be taken over the more complex one. He says so-called spirit activi-

ties are illusions of the mind and can best be explained by telepathy, 

psychokinesis, precognition, hallucinations or deathbed visions. But 

seeing spirit phenomena as a profusion of mental projections is, to 

me, far more complex. The simplest explanation is the after-death 

survival of the human spirit. 

     There are volumes of ghost sightings that at the very least should 

be seen as circumstantial evidence for the reality of other planes of 

existence, but before we try to breach the materialistic wall in search 

of higher, more ethereal realms we need to have some understanding 

of what our physical universe is made of, but only up to the point 

where what-we-think-we-know becomes vague. The next few chap-

ters probe the inner and outer limits of the physical dimension. 

     It is important for us to enlarge our knowledge of the world we 

live in because restrictive thinking breeds fear and prejudice, while 

an expanding awareness opens to love and acceptance. Having some 

understanding of the fabric of the universe is part of that process. In 

acquiring knowledge no stone should be left unturned because the 

more we learn the more aware we become. As our awareness grows 

we come to understand that much of what the scientific media is tell-

ing us is far from factual. The latest “discoveries” are at the end of a 

whole string of mathematical assumptions, one hypothetical notion 

after another, like the Higgs boson and dark energy and dark matter.   

     There appear to be natural energy boundaries in the “physical” 

dimension in which we presently exist. By investigating these inner 

and outer limits we may develop a better feel for the limitations of 

space-time and energy-matter in the physical universe. I have tried 

to present this discussion on the structure of the atom and the struc-

ture of the universe as simply as possible, leaving out a mountain of 

details. When we try to penetrate the inner limits of the subatomic 

world or the outer limits of the cosmos we enter unknowable re-

gions. In these fuzzy areas, scientific imagination runs wild and 

complexity rears its ugly head. Hopefully, we will someday discover 

a simpler more spiritual universe. 
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THE INNER LIMITS 

 

  

                                        Hopelessly adrift 

                                       in a world defiled, 

                                    When we fail to seek 

                                       with the mind of a child. 

 

  

The spirit guides say our world is a communal creation manifesting 

from the consciousness of the whole spirit population, those incar-

nated here and those in the spirit worlds. To demonstrate how nebu-

lous physical reality is, consider this experiment in hypnosis. If one 

person in a group of people is hypnotized and told that a particular 

member of the group has left the room, the hypnotized person upon 

awakening will not be able to see that particular person even though 

he or she never left the room. The spirit guides tell us we can only 

see what is already within our consciousness. If we believe it cannot 

be seen, we do not see it. The spirit guides often reminds us that the 

world of spirit is the reality, the world of matter is the illusion. 

     A hierarchy of spiritual dimensions exist all around and about the 

Earth, planes of existence invisible to the physical senses—worlds 

within worlds within worlds. The composition of these worlds be-

comes finer and more ethereal in the higher planes and grosser and 

more material in the lower planes. The spirit guides say the spiritual 

worlds are graduated spheres of existence that are always merging 

and blending into each other, some even touching the Earth plane. 

     When the human spirit is released from the physical body at 

death it goes on living in the etheric body, an eternal and indestructi-

ble life force beyond the energy-matter of the material world. Sci-

ence knows energy in the physical universe is also eternal and inde-

structible. It cannot be created nor destroyed, it can only be trans-

formed. Probably the most important concept we can have about the 

physical universe is what Einstein implied in his famous formula 

E=MC2; that every piece and part of the universe is simply energy 

existing in various states; waves, particles and mass. Simplistically 

speaking, radiant energy takes up no space, while particles have vol-

ume and do take up space. Subatomic particles unite to form atoms 
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that combine to form molecules from which everything that is con-

sidered material in the universe is formed. 

     The dimension in which we presently exist is defined by the pa-

rameters of its detectable energy, from its weakest manifestation to 

its most powerful display. We are centered in what we call the 

physical dimension because the human body is made out of this par-

ticular range of energy; therefore the energy-matter and space-time 

that makes up the universe is relative to the human body. For exam-

ple, the universe is vast, energy is powerful, light travels fast and 

time is infinite only because we presently exist in a physical body 

that is relatively small, weak, slow and mortal. 

     Energy in the universe may have infinite highs and lows, but in 

the physical dimension there are detectable limits, starting at an elu-

sive low point and rising in a straight line to an unstable high point. 

This span of light energy is called the electromagnetic spectrum. 

One way physicists measure electromagnetic energy is by its wave-

length; the shorter the wavelength the greater the energy. Radio fre-

quencies in the lower regions of the spectrum can have wavelengths 

measured in kilometers, 

while powerful gamma 

rays in the higher re-

gions have wavelengths 

of less than one tril-

lionth of a meter. Elec-

tromagnetic energy is 

also measured in elec-

tron volts, which in-

creases proportionally 

as the wavelength di-

minishes, thus the most 

powerful radiant energy 

is found in short wave-

length gamma-rays.  

     Our eyes can only 

perceive the small visible light portion of the electromagnetic spec-

trum. Through the development of scientific instruments we are able 

to detect a greater range of energy, such as x-rays, radio waves and 

gamma rays. By investigating the inner limits of energy-matter in 

the physical universe we may be able to brush up against the materi-

alistic wall, that nebulous dividing line between the world of matter 

and any adjacent more ethereal dimension. 
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     Up until the twentieth century the atom was considered to be in-

divisible. Atoms are infinitesimally small; one drop of water con-

tains approximately five sextillion atoms, expressed as 5 × 1021 or 

five billion trillion atoms, giving us some idea how tiny an atom 

really is. But that same atom in comparison to the Earth is decidedly 

larger than the Earth is in comparison to the size of the universe. 

     Take some time to think about that. All the world’s heroic deeds 

and bitter conflicts; all of humanities loves and passions, fears and 

tragedies have taken place right here on this tiny bit of matter con-

siderably smaller in relation to the universe than an atom is in rela-

tion to the Earth. Just knowing that we live on this incredibly beauti-

ful, but insignificant planet, should set our minds to wondering. 

Wonder is an awareness expanding catalyst. 
     I remember watching a televised program 

originating from aboard the United States 

space shuttle in orbit some years ago. One of 

the astronauts spilt a small amount of water, 

and at almost zero gravity, the liquid hung in 

the air. He hit the floating blob with the back 

of his hand and it disintegrated into tiny specks of water. One could 

imagine it being dispersed until it broke down into individual water 

molecules. We know from high school chemistry that a water mole-

cule is made up of two atoms of hydrogen and one of oxygen (H2O). 

Hydrogen is the lightest atom, being made up of one proton and one 

surrounding electron. The hydrogen isotopes—deuterium and trit-

ium—contain one or two neutrons respectively. 

     All elements, except hydrogen, are created from lighter atoms 

being squeezed together under tremendous pressure to form heavier 

atoms. For example, a helium atom may result from the fusion of 

two hydrogen tritium atoms, releasing two neutrons in the process. 

The fusion of atoms is called nucleosynthesis and it occurs in stars, 
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like the Sun, and is the source of their heat and light. Except for hy-

drogen, all atoms found in nature, from helium-4 (2 protons and 2 

neutrons) to uranium-235 (92 protons and 143 neutrons), are formed 

due to more powerful events in the universe. The Sun, during the 

main sequence of its lifecycle, is mainly restricted to the formation 

of helium atoms. It takes the might of a supernova—an exploding 

star—to forge heavier elements. 

    Although we have only brushed the surface regarding the struc-

ture of atoms, we are already in the vague fuzzy zone of particle 

physics. There is excellent circumstantial evidence gathered through 

experimentation to determine the existence of the electron, the pro-

ton and the neutron, but these particles have never been seen. Even 

so, physicists have proven the neutron is constructed of smaller par-

ticles; they believe this is also true of protons, but for more theoreti-

cal reasons. The Holy Grail of particle physics is to find a funda-

mental particle, one unable to be broken down further, being the ulti-

mate building block of everything in the physical universe. 

     Of the three subatomic particles mentioned so far, the neutron is 

stable only within the nucleus of the atom. When released it has an 

average life span of about 886 seconds before being replaced by a 

proton, an electron and a neutrino. Of the three particles that result 

from neutron decay, the proton has the greatest amount of mass and 

is a very stable particle. It is thought to remain intact for 1032 years 

or greater, a very long time. Although the proton is very stable in the 

cooler parts of the cosmos, where planet Earth happens to be, and 

even stable within the core furnace of a star, it may come apart when 

subjected to the devastating power of a black hole. Physicists are 

trying to determine if, over eons of time, the proton spontaneously 

decays. 

     Most people probably picture protons, which are at the center of 

every atom, as tiny pellets of matter, like miniature ball bearings, but 

particle physicists see the proton constructed of quarks held together 

    Two hydrogen isotopes                 being pressed together,                     to form a   

              of tritium                    losing two neutrons in the process         helium atom 
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by the influence of a strong force. There are thought to be six kinds 

of quarks: up, down, strange, charmed, bottom and top, all with an 

electric charge classified by color; red, blue and green. But it is im-

portant to note the quark is a hypothetical particle that does not ex-

ist in the real world and has no meaning outside of the mathematical 

hypothesis that created it. Minute forms of energy-matter, like 

quarks, may actually exist, but are completely undetectable in the 

physical dimension. The philosophical problem with an abundance 

of subatomic particles is that it tends to complicate the issue and, as 

we have seen, nature works in simpler ways. 

     Atomic elements are usually neutral in electric charge because 

the positive charge of the protons in the nucleus of the atom is offset 

exactly by the negative charge of the surrounding electrons. Al-

though the electron is seldom found separately in the universe it is 

considered to be a stable fundamental particle. Physicists have diffi-

culty studying the electron because it is very small and quickly 

changes position within the atom. 

     Minute particles, known as neutrinos, are probably as stable as 

protons. Neutrinos are detected very infrequently, only when they 

come in contact with subatomic particles. Because they are so elu-

sive they are almost impossible to study. The neutrino was once a 

mathematical assumption, but physical evidence now indicates they 

may actually exist. We can feel the warm rays of sunshine—waves 

of photons—against our skin, but we do not feel the phantom force 

of neutrinos. Billions of neutrinos emanate from the Sun and course 

through the Earth, including human bodies, every second, night and 

day. Not to worry, there is only one chance in ten that a neutrino will 

actually strike the nucleus of an atom in a person’s body during his 

or her entire lifetime. 

     The Earth receives an estimated 100 billion neutrinos per second, 

the majority of which are produced by the Sun. Neutrinos also result 

from exploding stars and from cosmic radiation interacting with the 

Earth’s atmosphere. Neutrinos are an abundant byproduct of nuclear 

reactors and can also be produced in particle accelerators. Neutrinos 

travel through space at almost the speed of light and because they 

are so small, what we think of as solid matter is pretty much empty 

space to a neutrino. To capture a neutrino it would take a massive 

object, on average 3,500 light-years across—a light-year is the dis-

tance light can travel in one year, about 5,880 billion miles or 9,461 

billion kilometers, a very great distance—and as far as we know 

there is no mass in the universe of such magnitude. 
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     Besides the few subatomic particles we have discussed so far, 

many other particles have been created in powerful particle accelera-

tors or exist momentarily from cosmic radiation interacting with the 

Earth’s atmosphere. These virtual particles come into being for a 

limited time, some existing for only a few trillionths of a second. 

During the twentieth century the world of particle physics has be-

come so complex many physicists refer to it as the particle zoo. 

 

               There are bosons, leptons, mesons and baryons 

                    Gravitons, lambdas, muons and kaons  

               Particles, sparticles, pions and quarks 

                    Protons, electrons, gluons and squarks 

               Gravitons, photons, tauons and winos 

                    Neutrons, neutrinos, gluinos and zinos 

               There’s virtual ones, strange ones and anti ones, too 

                    All amongst the creatures of the particle zoo. 

 

      To complicate matters further, all these particles have their own 

antiparticle. In our corner of the universe the distribution of particles 

and antiparticles is very lopsided, being made up almost entirely of 

particles. Particle-antiparticle pairs can annihilate each other under 

certain circumstances. Examples of antiparticles are the positively 

charged positron, the antiparticle of the negatively charged electron, 

and the negatively charged antiproton, the antiparticle of the posi-

tively charged proton. Some believe every particle has its own anti-

particle. If so, a whole slew of antiparticles must be in hiding some-

where in the universe. 

     When antiparticles are manufactured in high-energy particle ac-

celerators they only exist for a fraction of a microsecond. Physicists 

crash naked protons—protons stripped of their electrons—into anti-

protons in particle accelerators at high velocities to try to determine 

the makeup of a proton by studying the effects of the collision. It is 

somewhat like trying to piece together an alien spacecraft from the 

debris after it has flown into a mountain. This violent method of in-

vestigation may never reveal the basic bit of matter in the universe, 

but the fundamental bit of energy in the physical dimension appears 

to be Planck’s constant. 

     The German physicist Max Planck discovered energy did not 

flow continuously as once thought, but radiated in distinct quanta, or 

what Planck thought of as “atoms of energy.” A photon is a quantum 

of light energy made up of these packets of energy. A photon of red 
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light, a quantum of energy in the low visible light range, has fewer 

“atoms of energy” than a photon of violet light in the high visible 

light range. The larger the photon, the higher its frequency and the 

more energetic it is. 

     Richard Morris, in The Nature of Reality, says light is known to 

consist of oscillating electric and magnetic fields, but that it can also 

be thought of as a stream of photons, suggesting that light can mani-

fest in two different ways. He says we could think of the photon par-

ticle “as a kind of materialization of the electromagnetic force.” 

     Louis de Broglie proposed that all the fundamental particles of 

the universe are both particles—fields of energy—and waves—

radiant energy. We might think of particles as manifestations of indi-

vidual energy fields; such as a proton field, an electron field and, 

even, a neutrino field. Everything we consider to be “material” in the 

universe might be nothing more than quantum fields of energy. This 

appears to be true because the application of quantum mechanics 

functions remarkably well, even though I’ve been told no one really 

knows how it works. 

     The spirit guides say we have been a part of this earthly creation 

from the beginning, we are on-going co-creators of physical life and 

we will exist long after planet Earth has served its purpose. The 

spirit guide Emmanuel says we, as spiritual beings, pulsate between 

the physical world and the spirit world every split second. It happens 

so fast we are not worldly conscious of it. 

     We might wonder if the universe is simply an enormous holo-

gram malleable to our collective thoughts and desires. Every plane 

of existence simply a thought-world characterized by different levels 

of awareness. Such metaphysical notions have, to some small extent, 

found their way into physics, seemingly due to the experimental ex-

amination of the electron. 

     Although we cannot see an electron it can be detected. Physicists 

send particles through cloud chambers, enclosures filled with pris-

tine supersaturated air, which causes water droplets to appear along 

the path a particle has taken. Data about the particle can be deter-

mined from its watery wake. The electron, like the photon, has both 

wave aspects and particle aspects, but never at the same time. If an 

experiment is set up to show the electron is a wave, it appears as a 

wave; but if the experiment is set up to show the electron is a parti-

cle, it appears as a particle. The way the electron behaves seems to 

be dependent upon the observer, which has led to the conjecture that 

we live in an uncertain universe. 
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     Albert Einstein once said, “I can’t believe that God would choose 

to play dice with the world.” He said this in response to Heisen-

berg’s uncertainty principle, which states that it is not possible to 

specify the position and the momentum of a particle simultaneously. 

The more precise its momentum can be determined, the less precise  

its position can be determined; and vise versa. 

     Some theorists believe the uncertainty principle undermines the 

authenticity of our physical universe, that the line between objective 

and subjective realities has become so blurred that we cannot be en-

tirely certain of our existence. This kind of thinking has given birth 

to theories of a reality created only by observation; that a tree falling 

in a forest unobserved makes no sound or that the Moon is not there 

unless someone is looking at it; that the universe would vanish if 

there were no life to observe it. And, yet, scientists apparently agree 

the creation of the universe and subsequently the stars, galaxies and 

planets, was a necessary precursor for life. 

     Whenever a meaningful step forward has been made in physics, it 

has always been beautifully simplistic, like E=MC2, yet the physics 

of today seems immobilized by complexity. As we explore the bits 

and bytes in the blurry area of reality, physics becomes more meta-

physical. Somewhere in this vague fuzzy zone is the materialistic 

wall, but within the experimental scope of physics it may be impos-

sible to go any further. 

     In the microscopic world of 10-43 centimeters—Planck’s region of 

space-time—energy-matter appears to follow laws that do not con-

form to the physical laws of the macroscopic world we live in. If so, 

this uncertainty in the microscopic world exists in every grain of 

sand, in every sip of coffee, in every human cell; in everything. As 

well, this uncertainty is as close as the tip of our nose and as far 

away as the most distant galaxy. 
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THE OUTER LIMITS 

 

  

                                              On a clear 

                                          and starry night 

                                 I saw a star fall out of sight, 

                              And I’m told those stellar rays 

                               left those stars in yesterdays, 

                           Eons before they reached my eyes 

                              and I wonder if stars are lies, 

                           For if since, each star did fall, 

                                        the stars I see 

                                          may not be 

                                         there at all! 

 

  

The spirit guides say the real power of the universe is light, love and 

wisdom; an infinite cosmos that has always existed and always will 

exist. They say when we crossover, our etheric bodies will be at-

tracted to a spiritual world of like vibrations, which probably means 

all energy with like vibrations is attracted to a compatible plane of 

existence. Since like attracts like, due to the Law of Attraction, all 

the energy-matter in the “physical” universe vibrates at the same 

rate. All we can see of the infinite universe is that slice of energy-

matter that vibrates in tune with our physical bodies. 

     The spirit guide Silver Birch says there are many worlds existing 

on other planets throughout the universe of which we know nothing 

about. He says there is only one world less evolved than Earth; a 

very sobering thought indeed. These planets may or may not be in 

the same dimension as we are, Earth may be the only living planet in 

this particular dimension of matter. Spiritually we are not alone, but 

physically we may be quite alone. 

     A steady-state infinite universe described by the spirit guides is 

not what most astronomers believe. Instead they see vast expanses of 

empty space dotted with unconnected bodies of matter, mostly gal-

axies, racing apart in an expanding universe that may someday con-

tract and implode into a cosmic singularity or freeze into countless 

chunks of cold dead matter eternally drifting through space. 
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     Other than life on planet Earth there appears to be nothing else in 

the universe except clouds of dust and gases (nebulae), chunks of ice 

and rocks, meteors and comets, moons and planets, stars and galax-

ies, black holes and quasars; all separate conglomerations of matter 

in various stages of existence. Space is also filled with cosmic radia-

tion, and on a daily basis powerful gamma-ray bursts from an un-

known source invade the universe billions of light-years away. 

     Scanning the cosmos is a tedious and demanding task. One of the 

most powerful celestial eyes, the Hubble space telescope, is equiva-

lent to peering into the vast regions of the universe through a straw, 

yielding less scope than peeking through a pinhole at a colossal ex-

panse. Remember, Earth is substantially smaller in comparison to 

the size of the universe than an atom is in comparison to the Earth. 

     Almost everything we know about the universe has been deter-

mined from analyzing cosmic light that has happened upon our rela-

tively subatomic-sized planet. From this scant data many theories 

about the birth, size, structure and age of the universe have been put 

forth. Some guesses may be factual, but most speculations will al-

ways remain theories simply because field studies of cosmic events 

are typically impossible; such as observing the Sun’s nuclear furnace 

or traveling to the center of a galaxy to inspect a black hole. 

     In 1917 Albert Einstein developed a static model of the universe 

based on his theory of general relativity. Ten years later the Belgian 

professor Georges Lemaitre reworked Einstein’s reasoning and 

mathematically visualized an inflationary universe in which all mat-

ter was once concentrated into a “primeval atom” that exploded into 

fragments to form the galaxies. 

     The currently most accepted model of the universe was proposed 

by the Russian mathematician Alexander Friedmann in 1922, an in-

flationary model based on the density of matter in the universe. If 

there is insufficient mass the universe will expand forever, otherwise 

it will someday reverse its expansion and contract into a big crunch. 

But it was not until 1950 that the British astrophysicist Fred Hoyle 

coined the origin of the universe as a big bang, thought to have 

taken place around 13.7 billion years ago.  

     In 1948 the Russian theoretical physicist George Gamow hy-

pothesized the universe coming into being in the form of an ex-

tremely hot primal fireball, because temperatures in excess of a bil-

lion degrees Celsius would have been required to create atomic ele-

ments. Stars do not have the intense heat and pressure to forge hy-

drogen nuclei—protons—thus the initial big bang blast is thought to 
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have created all the hydrogen and most of the helium now present in 

the universe. Giant exploding stars—supernovas—are considered to 

be the crushing torrid events that fuse lighter atoms together to form 

heavier elements that are found mostly in planets. 
     Big bang advocates are uncertain what took place in the initial 

stage of the birth of the universe, before 10-43 seconds, which is in 

the arena of Planck time, but they are fairly certain the universe 

evolved from a hot broth of photons and sub-subatomic particles 

(quarks) that combined to form protons and neutrons within the first 

100 seconds. Then the universe is thought to have cooled off for 

300,000 years to allow electrons, previously hassled by photons, to 

settle down around protons to form hydrogen atoms. Planck’s space-

time comes up in the same vague fuzzy area of uncertainty in the 

birth of the universe that we encountered in our search for the inner 

limits of energy-matter. Planck’s constant bit of energy may be the 

earmark of this particular “physical” dimension. 

     Planet Earth is one of nine planets, if we include Pluto, that orbits 

the Sun in our solar system. The Sun is one of a great multitude of 

stars that have clustered together to form the Milky Way galaxy. At 

least one spirit guide says there are other planets in our solar system 

we cannot see because they vibrate at higher rates; which means the 

Sun likely emits undetectable radiation at higher vibrations. 

     When we look up at the night sky it appears as a boundless multi-

tude of stars, but it represents just a small fraction of the Milky Way 

galaxy and only a microscopic portion of the universe. The Milky 

Way is one of possibly tens of billions of galaxies in the universe. Its 

diameter is about 100,000 light-years or 600 quadrillion miles—one 

light-year represents about six trillion miles—and is thought to con-

tain 200 to 400 billion stars. The number of stars in the Milky Way 

near enough to be seen with the naked eye is only about 8,000 and 

half of these are obscured by the light of the Sun so that only 4,000 

can be seen at night, 2,000 from the northern hemisphere and 2,000 

from the southern hemisphere. 

     The Milky Way and the Andromeda galaxy—some 2.5 million 

light-years away—are the two most prominent galaxies in what is 

called the Local Group of galaxies that, in turn, belongs to the much 

larger Virgo cluster containing tens of thousands of galaxies. Of all 

the detectable galaxies in the universe only a score of galaxies in the 

Local Group appear to be moving toward us. According to the big 

bang theory all the galaxies in the universe are moving away from 

each other and the further they are away the faster they are receding. 
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     M100 is a galaxy in the Virgo cluster estimated to be 150 million 

light-years away. When we observe M100 we do not see what it 

looks like, but what it looked like 150 million years in the past. This 

is true of all celestial objects. We see Alpha Centauri, the closest star 

system to Earth, as it appeared 4.29 years ago. Even the Sun can 

only be seen as it was eight minutes before. 

     The big bang theory of the universe has a few problems, known 

as the flatness problem, the horizon problem, the anti-matter prob-

lem and the galaxy formation problem, which are discussed in more 

detail in the Appendices. If the big bang model is correct, as much as 

96% of the matter in the universe is missing. One of the unsolved 

mysteries of the universe is what keeps stars from flying off into 

space since only four percent of the necessary mass (gravity) needed 

to keep galaxies intact can be accounted for. This deficiency has 

caused the introduction of hypothetical energy-matter into the big 

bang theory: 73% dark energy and 23% dark matter to account for 

the apparent expansion of the universe and all the missing mass. 

     Galaxies are gigantic cosmic structures, some containing upwards 

of a trillion stars. When the total gravitational force of galactic stars 

is estimated there is insufficient gravity, not only to hold clustered 

stars together, but for stars to have ever come together to form gal-

axies in the first place, even over eons of time far greater than the 

estimated age of the universe, which has been recently estimated to 

be 13.7 billion years. Most galaxies are billions of light-years away 

and appear to be racing away in a universal expansion. 

     Light and sound waves shift in frequency due to the motion of the 

source relative to the observer, which is called the Doppler Effect. 

For example the sound of a siren on an emergency vehicle—being 

the source of the sound—is pitched higher as the vehicle approaches 

because the sound waves come at us more and more bunched to-

gether. As the vehicle moves away the siren is pitched lower be-

cause the sound waves are stretched, reaching us farther and farther 

apart. A radar gun applies this same principle to echoing radio 

waves to calculate the speed of a passing car. Light waves coming 

from the far reaches of the universe are stretched which, according 

to the Doppler Effect, could mean distant galaxies are moving away 

from us due to the spatial expansion of the universe. 

     By examining light through a prism spectroscope, atomic ele-

ments can be identified by the different colors they emit. Atoms are 

very selective and will only absorb electromagnetic waves of a defi-

nite wavelength, thus it is possible to identify each element by its 
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unique emission spectrum. Knowing this astrophysicists have been 

able to determine the elements that make up distant stars by the light 

they emit. Hydrogen is clearly identified in light that has traveled for 

billions of years, but its emission line spectrum, its “fingerprint” of 

light, has been shifted toward the red end of the electromagnetic 

spectrum; light that has been stretched is red-shifted. 

     In 1929 the American astronomer E.P. Hubble concluded that the 

farther light has to travel the greater it is red-shifted. Hubble’s law 

states the recession velocity of a galaxy is proportional to its dis-

tance, which means the more remote a galaxy is the faster it is reced-

ing. Herbert Friedman, in The Amazing Universe, describes the ap-

pearance of galaxies moving away from us in such an orderly fash-

ion as “a remarkable phenomenon.” 

     Cosmic masses throughout the universe are apparently receding 

at unbelievable velocities. Distant galaxies, dubbed “blue fuzzies”—

because that is the way they appear on photographic plates—are 

moving away from us in the range of 88% the speed of light. This is 

contradictory to established physics as there is no known power in 

the universe capable of accelerating a mass, even as small as a dust 

particle, to such velocities unless we attribute this to the hypothetical 

dark energy thought to be pervasive in space. According to recent 

studies a rejuvenation of dark energy is causing the expansion of the 

universe to accelerate. 

     The universe, in its early stages, is thought to have been made up 

entirely of hydrogen clouds expanding rapidly in all directions. But 

even if stars could form from hydrogen clouds under constant accel-

eration, how could stars come together to form galaxies while being 

relentlessly driven apart at very high velocities? Hypothetical dark 

matter has been introduced as the agent that glues stars to galaxies. 

     It is difficult to imagine the explosion of a universal singularity—

a primeval atom containing all the energy-matter in the universe—

producing such an even expansion of matter that Hubble could not 

find one distant galaxy not receding. If this big bang force caused all 

celestial objects to move away in perfect precision, why do we not 

see a uniform distribution of matter in the universe? Galaxies appear 

to be clumped together, forming huge clusters amid vast expanses of 

empty space; and in every direction astronomers look. 

     When galaxies reach a certain mass a “black hole” appears to 

develops at its center limiting the size of the galaxy; possibly a natu-

ral aging process of galaxies. Black holes can be thought of as actual 

holes in the fabric of space, but they are more likely extremely dense  
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concentrations of matter. They are black because they absorb light 

that cannot escape. The black hole recently discovered at the center 

of the Milky Way has been calculated to be as massive as four mil-

lion suns. Active Galactic Nuclei (AGNs) are very active black holes 

at the center of mostly very distant galaxies, currently thought to be 

quasi-stellar objects (QSOs) or simply quasars. 

     Quasars are the brightest known celestial objects in the universe, 

about a hundred thousand billion times brighter than the Sun. There 

are no quasars within two billion light-years of Earth, but their num-

bers increase substantially in deep space. The earliest quasars were 

detected by radio astronomers because they emitted radio waves, but 

most quasars are radio quiet. The total energy detected by radio as-

tronomers over the history of radio astronomy is exceedingly weak, 

estimated to be less energy than a snowflake hitting the ground. 

     Quasars were once thought to be stars in the Milky Way galaxy 

because they looked like stars, but the light they emitted was so 

highly red-shifted astronomers realized quasars must be great dis-

tances away. Quasars can be found in every direction of the sky; 

some are so far away they would have had to materialize at the time 

of the big bang. Carl Sagan, in Cosmos, says these distant star-like 

objects are active components of inflationary cosmology, moving 

away from Earth at ninety percent the velocity of light. 

     Gamma-ray bursts are one of the most puzzling cosmic events in 

the universe. Billions of light-years beyond the Milky Way, random 

bursts of gamma-rays invade the universe every day, leaving a fleet-

ing afterglow. The origin of gamma-ray bursts is unknown, although 

some believe they may be due to the sudden evaporation of mini 

black holes. The Associated Press reported in 1997 that these high-

energy bursts were “more powerful than all the energy generated in 

a century by the billions of stars in the Milky Way.”  

     Gamma-ray bursts occur sporadically throughout the observable 

universe on a daily basis, lasting for the most part for only a few 

seconds. These cosmic bursts of energy are thought to be so power-

ful that if one occurred within the Milky Way all life in the galaxy 

would be extinguished. 

     Except for distant enigmatic quasars and mysterious gamma-ray 

bursts, most of the universe is made up of stars. Galaxies consist of 

stars in various stages of development, most of which are stars like 

the Sun. If we examine the composition and lifecycle of stars we 

should be able to form a fairly accurate picture of the physical nature 

of the whole universe. 
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     Astrophysicists have determined stars evolve from clouds of hy-

drogen gas—nebulae—that condense over time to form vaporous 

proto-stars. As the gaseous mass grows increasingly dense, gravity 

causes the molecules to fall faster and faster toward the center where 

they begin to heat up. Within a few million years this massive ball of 

gas shrinks from a diameter of trillions of miles to about the size of 

the Sun; a diameter of 870,000 miles. 

     When the internal temperature of a star approaches one million 

degrees Celsius, protons bond to form helium atoms; energy is re-

leased in the process and the star begins to shine. Herbert Friedman, 

in The Amazing Universe, says the star stabilizes in about twenty 

million years at which time the outward force of energy released 

through nucleosynthesis is precisely equalized by the inward force 

of gravity. Stars, like the Sun, will shine for about ten billion years 

before expanding and evolving into red giant stars. 

     A galaxy’s approximate age is determined by studying the light 

emitted from its stars. Red giant stars, discovered in the halo around 

the neighboring Andromeda galaxy, is indicative of very old galax-

ies like the Milky Way, estimated to be 13.2 billion years old. The 

red giant stars Antares and Betelgeuse shine light in the infrared 

range and have diameters about 700 times that of the Sun. 

     Red giant stars evolve into novas that shed their outer layers in a 

non-explosive manner forming orbiting clouds of dust, after which 

their interior shells collapse to form white dwarf stars. Much larger 

stars, such as blue giants, may end their existence violently as super-

novas, exploding their exteriors and imploding their interiors to form 

very dense neutron stars. Supernovas are thought to occur some-

where in the universe every few seconds, fusing helium to form car-

bon and oxygen in the process. Eventually white dwarfs burn out 

and become black dwarfs, while neutron stars may go on forever, 

which is problematic for the big bang theory. 

     Most stars are thought to have formed within two billion years of 

the big bang. If true, all the stars in the Milky Way, in fact all the 

stars in the universe, would now be in the twilight of their existence. 

Stars like the Sun have a main hydrogen-burning sequence of 10 

billion years, leaving less than two billion years for dying stars to 

become red giants and end up as white dwarfs. Red giants have been 

calculated to burn out in a billion years, but white dwarfs may exist 

for tens of billions of years, while neutron stars could exist for hun-

dreds of billions of years. The Milky Way galaxy contains stars that 

could be older than the estimated age of the universe. 
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     Astronomers have struggled for years to stuff all cosmic observa-

tions into the big bang box, but anomalies persist. A steady state in-

finite universe may be more realistic, one that does not begin with a 

big bang and end in a big crunch. Appendix I—a natural structure of 

the universe, and Appendix II—a natural structure of the atom, have 

been provided for those who may wish to wonder in more detail. 

The appendices depict simpler more natural systems revealed to me 

by my spirit guides, knowledge given to me over the course of 

twenty-five years as I grew in awareness and understanding. If you 

feel this would be of little interest to you, I would encourage you to 

at least read the Author’s Notes at the end of the two appendices for 

their spiritual content. See pages 254 and 270 through 272. 

     I hope a smattering of fearless cosmologists and physicists will 

take the time to seriously study the appendices in spite of the meta-

physical source, but I have my doubts. Thomas Kuhn, in The Struc-

ture of Scientific Revolutions, had little expectations of a paradigm 

shift as far back as 1962. He says scientists tend to think only within 

the paradigm box, “[new ideas] that will not fit the box are often not 

seen at all. Nor do scientists aim to invent new theories, and they are 

often intolerant of the theories invented by others.” Within the last 

fifty years Kuhn’s paradigm box has barely shifted, if at all.        

     The wise teachers of antiquity taught that the universe was made 

up of many planes of existence. Their teachings were simplified to 

appeal to the awareness level of those living on Earth at the time. “In 

my Father’s house are many rooms.”— John 14:2. One house—the 

universe; many rooms—planes of existence. 

     The reason for investigating the detectable masses in what-we-

think-we-know of the cosmos is to show that all matter conforms to 

the laws of physics, near and far; that it contains no will or intelli-

gence of its own and is more or less of the same composition 

throughout the universe. Life on the other hand is utterly unique and 

quite beyond the constraints of matter. 

     Shakespeare spelled out the division between life and non-life 

when he wrote in As You Like It, “All the world’s a stage, And all 

the men and women merely players.” This should become even 

more apparent after we have examined matter, the material stuff that 

forms the world stage upon which we live out our lives. 
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8 

 

MATTER 

 

  

                                      Matter is but 

                                         spiritless ink, 

                                      With which we sculpt 

                                          the thoughts we think. 

 

  

In the lower physical dimensions of matter, space-time comes into 

existence because fields of energy—particles—take up space. The 

spirit guides tell us there is no space-time in the higher spiritual 

planes of existence; worlds composed of less substantial forms of 

light. Such spirit worlds could exist in the same place at the same 

time, being separated by some fundamental difference in the fre-

quency of light; these are well-known properties of quantum physics 

and wave mechanics. Those in spirit are essentially beings of light, 

having etheric bodies of light that take up no space and can pass 

through physical matter unhindered. 
     The spirit guides tell us there are two sets of complementary 

natural laws, those that govern matter and those that govern spirit. 

These natural laws of spirit and matter are immutable. In the physi-

cal dimension, material formations of life only appear to go beyond 

the natural laws of matter because they are animated by spirit. We 

can see these two physical aspects of life clearly when we think of a 

salmon—matter animated by spirit—struggling upstream to spawn 

against a rushing current of water—dead matter—which has no 

choice but to surrender to the forces of nature. 

     Long before Newton’s dissertation on gravity the ancients taught, 

“When you wish water to run uphill, it becomes easier to tilt the 

mountain.” In all our thinking about life and evolution it is pro-

foundly important to firmly grasp the reality that energy-matter must 

blindly follow the physical laws of the universe. 

     Albert Einstein gave much thought to the constancy of energy-

matter. He pondered, “Could God have created the universe any 

other way or had He no choice?” Einstein must have wondered 

whether atomic elements had some innate intelligence or if their 

unique qualities came from natural formations of matter. In other 
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words, when matter is formed from energy within the physical laws 

of the universe, does energy have any other choice but to begin by 

creating hydrogen atoms and, subsequently, helium and all the other 

heavier elements? Let us keep this in mind as we briefly investigate 

matter in the physical universe. 

     The universe is 74 percent hydrogen, the simplest of all atoms, 

with helium making up the next 24 percent. The remaining two per-

cent is represented almost entirely by the following eight atoms: 

oxygen, neon, nitrogen, carbon, silicon, magnesium, iron and sulfur 

in that order. All other atoms are only found in minute quantities. 

The Sun, like the universe, consists mostly of hydrogen and helium 

gas with only trace amounts of heavier elements. Earth, however, 

consists almost entirely of these trace elements. Ninety-eight percent 

of our planet is made up of only six atoms: iron, oxygen, magne-

sium, silicon, sulfur and nickel. 

     Hydrogen and helium atoms are the building blocks from which 

all other atoms are formed. These two atoms have atomic numbers 

one and two, respectively. The atomic number is determined by the 

number of protons within the nucleus of the atom. Atoms with the 

same atomic number may have different atomic weights (mass num-

bers) because they have a varying number of neutrons contained 

within the atom’s nucleus. Such atoms are called isotopes. Most ele-

ments existing in their natural state consist of a mixture of two or 

more isotopes, and although they exhibit similar properties, the 

heavier ones are more sluggish when they react with other elements. 

And this is not because the heavier isotope has less intelligence than 

the lighter isotope, but because it is more unwieldy. 

     The current Periodic Table is a list of about 118 known atomic 

elements. Each atomic element has its own special quality governed 

by its mass and size and the number of electrons in its outer shell. 

Although an atom’s mass is determined mainly by the number of 

protons and neutrons in its nucleus, its size is mostly determined by 

the number of surrounding electrons. The atom can have up to seven 

electron shells, with most shells containing two or more sub-shells, 

each able to hold a specified number of electrons. The physical state 

of an element—gas, liquid, or solid—is dependent upon the environ-

ment in which it exists. Chemical reactions occur due to the ability 

of the atom to give or receive electrons. For example, the family of 

noble gases—helium, neon, argon, krypton, xenon and radon—are 

mainly inert. Their outermost electron shells are completely filled, 

making it difficult for them to exchange electrons. 
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     The family of halogens (Greek for salt-former) consists of these 

elements: fluorine, chlorine, bromine, iodine and astatine that react 

readily with sodium, which belongs to the family of alkali metals, to 

form salt or compounds similar to salt. These atoms do not have a 

say in what type of compound they will form. When sodium comes 

in contact with halogens, salt-like compounds will always form, and 

this is due to the structure of the atom and for no other reason. 

     As more and more atoms are fused to form larger and heavier 

elements a threshold is reached after which atoms naturally break 

down. Beyond bismuth, atomic number 83, the size and mass of 

these heavier atoms causes instability and they periodically emit al-

pha particles (helium nuclei), beta particles (electrons or positrons) 

or gamma-rays, until they form a lighter more stable atom. For ex-

ample, uranium-92 decays into radium-88 that further decays by 

emitting alpha particles to form radon gas. All elements heavier than 

uranium are not found in nature. If they ever did exist on Earth they 

have long since decayed. Elements heavier than uranium are pro-

duced synthetically by bombarding the atomic nuclei of one element 

with another. If entropy is the death knell of the universe, some day 

in the far-distant future no unstable elements will exist. 

     Chemistry is considered an exact science. Chemical reactions can 

be logically explained through chemical formulas, but if the atomic 

elements had a will and a mind of their own this would be impossi-

ble. A mutual fund company advertisement once exclaimed that 

there is no such thing as smart money, there are only smart people. 

What they were really saying, whether they meant to or not, is that 

matter cannot reason. If matter could think, our universe would be 

extremely unreliable. 

     If energy-matter did not always follow the physical laws of the 

universe we could invent nothing. All forms of mechanics would be 

totally unreliable and manufacturing processes would not be repeat-

able. Food recipes might produce soup one time and meat loaf the 

next and all at the whim of matter. If matter had a will of its own it 

could choose to do whatever it pleases. One day gravity would hold 

us down while the next day we might float to the Moon. Items as 

complex as cars, airplanes and computers could never have been 

developed. In fact, our world would be so unpredictable, not only 

science could not exist, but physical life would be impossible. 

     The reason for this brief encounter with the elements is to show 

there is no built-in intelligence at work in atomic elements. It is the 

structure of the atom that gives each element its unique properties 
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within the natural laws of the universe, nothing else. I suspect Ein-

stein concluded God had no choice. Or, at least, God set the universe 

in motion to run undisturbed, subject to immutable natural laws. 

     If each step in the evolution of life came about unaided, the sci-

entific community must not only believe matter can think, but that 

matter is infinitely more creative and intelligent than human beings. 

How much scientific effort has gone into trying to unlock the secrets 

of Nature? It would amount to the accumulated hours of every re-

search scientist the world has ever known. A lot of time and intelli-

gence, and yet a great deal of life still remains mysterious. 

     Many in the academic world believe all the complex beauty 

found naturally in the world fell together somehow by chance. If 

materialism is the springboard of life, then we can readily under-

stand why no other physical life exists in the universe. The odds are 

far too great for the intricate complexities of life to rise up against 

the universal law of entropy. I would think if there were as many 

universes as there are subatomic particles in the universe we would 

still find no life except here on Earth. 

     In 1952, Stanley Miller, with an apparatus invented by professor 

Harold Urey, emitted electric sparks through a mixture of reduced 

gases—gases thought to be associated with the origin of life; low in 

oxygen and rich in hydrogen, including methane and ammonia—

producing a few amino acids which are among the twenty used by 

living cells to produce proteins. This experiment received much pub-

licity, suggesting over enough time with a large enough volume of 

gases a living molecule might come into being. 

     Amino acids are an important class of organic compounds; indi-

vidually, on average, they consist of less than twenty atoms each, 

while living cells contain trillions of atoms. The spontaneous jump 

from a handful of metallic sand to a computer microchip has greater 

odds of happening than a mélange of amino acids accidentally fal-

ling together to form a living cell. 

     Cells are incredibly complicated living organisms, self-sufficient 

structures that function like miniature chemical factories. Still, they 

live a precarious existence. The cell wall, if too porous, will admit 

harmful solutions and cause the cell to burst; if the wall is too imper-

vious, no nourishment comes in and no waste is excreted, and the 

cell quickly dies. A cell is dependent upon the balanced activity of 

its several components for it to work properly. If a cell is missing 

one tenth of its parts it does not function one tenth less, it does not 

function at all. Cells are marvels of engineering. The biochemical 
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activity in the simplest bacterium is far greater than what can be 

found in modern science laboratories and decidedly more complex 

than any inorganic system contrived by humankind. 

     The RNA segment of an E. coli bacterium is one of the tiniest 

unicellular creatures in nature and calculated to have some 2,000 

genes, each with around 1,000 enzymes. Enzymes instruct the cell 

on how to function and reproduce and are made up of approximately 

one billion nucleotides. Collectively, these cell components contain 

trillions of atoms. To put this in perspective, the DNA information in 

a single cell is approximately equivalent to 100 million pages of the 

Encyclopedia Britannica. 

     What are the odds of just the components of this cell coming to-

gether by chance? Mathematician and astronomer Sir Fred Hoyle 

calculated the odds at one chance in 1040,000 which is the same as a 1 

followed by 40,000 zeros. Mathematicians determine the probability 

of less than 1 in 1050 to be completely impossible. For comparison 

purposes, the average human body contains approximately 7 × 1027 

atoms and physicists have estimated there are no more than 1081 at-

oms in the entire universe. 

     Water was abundant on the primitive Earth; water that easily 

tears large biological molecules apart. Water is an effective solvent 

and destructive to DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid), which is essential 

to all living organisms. The DNA module is a ladder-like structure 

twisted into a helix. The two sides of the ladder are constructed of a 

sugar, known as deoxyribose, and phosphate molecules. Each rung 

in the ladder is made up of two of four nitrogen-containing bases; 

adenine (A), thymine (T), guanine (G) and cytosine (C). The pair of 

nucleotide bases is weakly joined in the middle by hydrogen bonds. 

     Robert Shapiro, in Origins, says, “Water happily attacks large 

biological molecules. It pries nucleotides apart from each other, 

breaks sugar-to-phosphate bonds, and severs bases from sugar.” 

Knowing this, how could anyone imagine life forming by accident in 

a warm primordial soup of elements? Water prevents sugar-

phosphate bonds from forming. Take some time to contemplate this; 

this is awareness-expanding knowledge. 

     Towering undersea hot-water chimneys several miles below the 

surface of the ocean are teeming with microbial life. Many of these 

hydrothermal vents are over 100 feet tall. Some wonder if they were 

incubators of early life that might even occur on other planets. These 

hydrothermal vent systems support a bustling activity of microbial 

life, but life could not have arisen here of its own accord. 
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     Although water is essential for life and thought to be the solution 

in which life spontaneously arose, science knows water, especially 

hot water, is destructive to molecules. Matter, in its quest for equi-

librium, always becomes disordered due to the law of entropy. Large 

molecules left undisturbed have a tendency to separate and break 

down into smaller molecules. Small molecules left undisturbed have 

absolutely no inclination to come together to form larger molecules. 

This fact is so absolute it can be equated to tossing a stone into the 

air with it always falling back to Earth and never once flying off into 

space. Life could not have come into being by accident. 

     On Earth there is an abundance of physical forms, some natural, 

like mountains and rivers, and some too complex to be natural, like 

rain forests and animals. We readily recognize there is a wide gap 

between animals and human beings, yet 98.9 percent of our genes 

are in common with chimpanzees. Is the remaining 1.1 percent suffi-

cient to explain the remarkable divisions between apes and humans? 

I can sense a few women saying they know some men where the 

difference is not so remarkable. 

     The substance that forms the physical dimension may simply be a 

medium; universal modeling clay for spiritual beings to be creative, 

to learn and to leave their mark. Still, the spirit guides say, from 

God’s point of view, spirit and matter are not distinct and separate. 

Maybe matter is not just so much spiritless ink, but the perfect will 

of God. It has been said that if God stopped thinking about the uni-

verse for one instant it would cease to exist. Nevertheless, we cannot 

overlook the possibility that the physical universe formed the way it 

did because this is the way energy-matter naturally flows together in 

a vacuum to create time and space. 

     If we look openly at the evidence already presented, it is plain to 

see that energy-matter has neither intellect nor the capacity to make 

choices. Life on Earth could not have come into existence, nor could 

it be sustained without an intelligent creative will. For life to exist in 

the world of matter there seems to be only one answer, there must be 

a spiritual foundation, which is what the spirit guides proclaim. As 

we have already seen, the materialistic wall is riddled with fractures 

and fissures. As we grow in awareness these hairline cracks will be-

come deep crevices in the foundation of materialism and, over time, 

we will come to see them as huge gaping holes. 
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     Our minds and emotions 

          are gateways 

               to that part of us 

                    that never left 

                         the world of spirit; 

          a source of love and creativity 

               often ignored 

          because it exists beyond 

               our present level 

                    of spiritual awareness. 

     With complacent acceptance 

          we have become lost 

               in the human experience. 
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seeds of logic 

 

 

                       The tomato plant grows tempting fruit 

                            from hardy seeds that sprout and root. 

                       The tomato blooms upon the vine 

                            and ripens in the warm sunshine. 

 

                       The tomato fruit, for breeding needs, 

                            is riddled with tomato seeds. 

                       The tomato seed, of little taste, 

                            is left behind in creature waste. 

 

                       The tomato, thus, spreads near and yon, 

                            its future, sure, goes on and on. 

                       The tomato knows how to survive, 

                            and strives each day to stay alive. 

 

                       The tomato knows? What utter bunk 

                            to entertain such mindless junk. 

                       The tomato strives? What utter trash. 

                            Creation! Evolution! – CLASH! 

 

 

My father’s home was a few miles south of Ottawa, Ontario along 

the Rideau River and at that time too far from the city for municipal 

sewage services. Every home in the community relied on septic sys-

tems. An enterprising farmer in the area supplemented his income by 

pumping out septic tanks. My father philosophically accepted the 

cost of emptying the septic system, quipping that it was exceedingly 

more expensive to fill it. The farmer lived in a nearby town and he 

would spread the sludge from the village septic tanks over a small 

fallow acreage of his farm. During the summer months tomato plants 

could be seen growing here and there throughout the field. It was 

rumored that no one would eat the tomatoes. 

     Those who cultivate tomato plants sometimes find a few single 

plants growing in fields outside their garden. This is caused by birds 

or animals eating the fruit. The seeds pass through their digestive 
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systems and end up in their droppings. Some tomato seeds cannot 

germinate until they have been scarified, a process that softens the 

seed coating, which occurs as the seed passes through the digestive 

system of a living organism. Most fruits contain a laxative so the 

seeds will pass quickly through the body and emerge unharmed and 

ready to germinate in the creature’s waste. How resourceful plants 

are, but how do they know to produce seeds that will pass through 

animal digestive systems intact and emerge perfectly scarified for 

germination? How do plants even know animals exist? 

     Plants have devised very clever ways to spreads their seeds. Dan-

delion seeds are like little parachutes blowing in the breeze and ma-

ple trees have winged seeds so the wind will whisk them away. Ani-

mals distribute many types of seeds, like acorns, through the process 

of eating and storing food. Some seeds are sticky, like mistletoe 

seeds or have hooks, like burdock burrs, and are spread by attaching 

to passing animals. Seeds even have longevity. A Judean date palm 

seed germinated after being dormant for 2000 years. It is an aware-

ness-expanding adventure to study the ingenious ways plants entice 

pollination and the spreading of their seeds. Everything alive the 

world has ever witnessed grew from a seed. Everything! In these 

propagating systems of life you will find no accidents of nature. 

What you will find are the earmarks of intelligent intervention. 

     Seeds are more than small embryonic plants; they are intricately 

structured logical programs, billions of instructions. The DNA mole-

cule contained within every cell of a seed is a quiescent or blossom-

ing program fundamental to all living organisms. Genetic coding 

provides the cell with all the information it requires to reproduce 

itself or to produce the proteins needed for the living organism to 

grow and survive. Microscopic unicellular bacteria is a program that 

reproduces by copying itself and in this duplicating way, through 

cell division, all life forms, from algae to elephants, from hyacinths 

to humans, grow and maintain their existence. 

     Programs are products of logic and logic is the fruit of intelli-

gence. Therefore, seeds, which are programs, must also be products 

of intelligence. This is not a leap of faith, but plain and simple rea-

soning. To expand our awareness we need to embrace this common-

sense logic and investigate life with this premise in mind; otherwise 

we limit ourselves to the impossible task of justifying life within the 

confining cage of matter. We know matter has no propensity for life, 

nor a logical intellect, and by no means a will to create. Until we 

break free of materialism we have no hope of discovering the source 
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of creative intelligence that has nurtured life on Earth for over three 

billion years. How is it possible to look at any aspect of life and not 

see the intrinsic intelligence, nor wonder at the creative brilliance 

that must have been at work for life to come into existence and 

thrive in an entropy-ridden world of matter? 

     A, T, G and C are the first letters of each of the four nitrogen-

containing bases of DNA; adenine, thymine, guanine and cytosine. 

These four letters represent the genetic code, but they could just as 

easily have been four numbers, or four colored dots, or four hiero-

glyphs or four notes; which could be printed on paper, or painted on 

a wall, or chiseled into stone or played on a horn. Despite what 

physical medium is used to display the coded intelligence of genetic 

coding; the information remains unchanged. Significantly, the pro-

grammed logic in DNA is neither energy nor matter, but intelligence 

stamped into the stuff of the physical universe. The composition of 

DNA is not a result of the well-understood chemical properties of 

these four nucleic acids, but the way they are strung together on the 

staff of life, like the notes of a great symphony. The message in 

DNA is metaphysical, spiritual, beyond the realm of matter. 

     Computer scientists know programmers spend years to produce a 

bug-free system of programs, a composition of logic dwarfed by the 

DNA program in every living cell. Each human cell or genome 

holds about three billion base pairs making up 20,000 genes more or 

less. Nevertheless current scientific theory sees the components of 

these complex cells somehow forming separately and coming to-

gether purely by chance. In a computer program, just one instruction 

out of sequence, missing, incorrect or duplicated can cause the 

whole computer system to process data incorrectly. 

     Tiny, but devastating errors can also upset the human system. 

Medical science knows an abnormality in a single gene is the key to 

some genetic disorders. Sickle-cell anemia results from an error in 

the gene that produces hemoglobin, causing the structure of the oxy-

gen-carrying protein to be severely altered. Cystic fibrosis, muscular 

dystrophy and Huntington’s disease are all caused by an error in a 

single gene. Down syndrome is caused not by a defective gene, but 

when three copies of chromosome 21 are present so that the cell car-

ries 47 chromosomes rather than the normal 46. Since the comple-

tion of the human genome project in 2003 the number of “gene dis-

eases” identified has risen from 100 to 1,800, imperfections due to 

mutated genes passed down from past generations. When the human 

body is altered from its original perfection it is diminished. 
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     If the DNA in one of our skin cells is altered by ultraviolet radia-

tion it may modify the way the cell performs, and there is little like-

lihood this change will be beneficial; it may even cause skin can-

cer—cells growing out of control. Medical science knows ultraviolet 

rays are harmful—which is why we are encouraged to use sun-

screen—yet this is one of the two foundations of Darwin’s theory of 

evolution; natural selection and random mutations. But studies have 

shown random mutations are essentially harmful and not helpful 

evolutionary changes in the genetic code. Professor C. P. Martin of 

McGill University in Montreal discovered mutations to be over-

whelmingly negative and never creative. Luckily, they are extremely 

rare, one in 10 million cell copies. Martin says a beneficial mutation 

is most likely to be a correction of a previously harmful one. 

     There is a self-correcting mechanism inherent in every living 

creature, a built-in governor that keeps organisms from straying too 

far from the norm. Dogs have been man’s best friend for at least ten 

thousand years. Wolves and dogs are genetically close, but the ge-

nome of domestic dogs allows genetic variability, which is not found 

in wolves. Due to the immense improbability that a metamorphic 

evolutionary leap could have ever taken place, the domestic dog 

most likely did not result from the taming of wolves. Domestic dogs 

vary in too many ways; shape, size, ears, tails; features not found in 

the genetic makeup of wolves. Over thousands of years of selective 

breeding there exist today over 800 true breeding types of dogs, 

from the tiny Chihuahua to the hefty St. Bernard. The canine diver-

sity is visibly remarkable, yet through all of humanity’s manipulat-

ive intervention the dog remains a dog. There is not a hint of evi-

dence to indicate the dog might ever morph into a different species. 

     It is well known that within each species there are firm bounda-

ries, fixed genetic walls that cannot be exceeded; artificially bred 

species usually die out or quickly revert to the norm. Mules, the off-

spring of male donkeys and female horses are almost always sterile 

creatures unable to breed; an evolutionary dead-end. But despite 

thousands of years of selective breeding, horses are still horses. For 

a whole new species to arrive, mammals would have to mate outside 

their species, like apes with chimpanzees, which simply does not 

happen; and even if it did it would not work genetically. Every liv-

ing organism is kept within the design margins of the original ge-

netic blueprint, beyond which the transmuted genetic structure be-

comes lethal. Rather than the evolutionary notion of survival of the 

fittest, it should be survival of the most perfect.  
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     Life screams with creative intelligence, yet it is often overlooked. 

Anyone who sees life in all its grandeur arising out of many strings 

of perfect fortuitous evolutionary accidents has a huge awareness 

problem. There is nothing “alive” in the world of matter that has not 

been touched by intelligence, from the simplest bacterium—a truly 

intricate chemical factory—to the beautiful complexity of the human 

body. Science wants to solve the enigma of life within the restrictive 

box of time and matter, but life could not have come into existence 

without intelligent intervention; it is statistically impossible. Life is 

ruled by spiritual laws. Non-life is ruled by physical laws. The miss-

ing link between matter and organic matter is intelligence. And the 

missing link between organic matter and living matter is spirit. 

     Science can ignore the improbability of life generating spontane-

ously from lifeless matter—spiritless ink—but Nature knows how 

precarious life is and stacks the odds in its favor. That is why males 

ejaculate sperm in the millions, why oak trees produce so many 

acorns and why fish lay so many eggs. It is a mighty mental stretch 

to believe one accidental incident created the abundance of life when 

we know Nature loads the procreation dice, obviously aware life in 

the world of matter is frequently uncertain. 

     If we consider the statistical improbability—no, the statistical 

impossibility—of life in its myriad of manifestations evolving from 

dead matter unaided, we have no choice but to conclude that life has 

been intentionally designed. If human beings are not just some play-

ful materialistic whim of the gods, then life on Earth must have a 

meaningful purpose. Constantly be aware of the significance of life. 

     The kind of painstaking perfections found in the human body are 

impossible accidents; nevertheless the physical body is essentially a 

machine, an incredible machine, but still a machine. To increase the 

chances of survival the human body is equipped with extra organs, 

the kind of fail-safe systems engineers would design into a robot to 

explore Mars, safety measures difficult to imagine forming by non-

sentient and non-prescient chance. We have two kidneys and two 

lungs yet we can survive with only one. In fact the human body is 

known to get by on as little as ten percent of its digestive tract, about 

a quarter of one kidney and a tiny portion of the liver. 

     If we compare the maintenance aspects of the human body to the 

automobile we get a sense of the body’s machinelike characteristics. 

We replace burnt out headlights on our cars and get glasses for our 

eyes. We buy tires for our cars and shoes for our feet. We wash and 

have our cars tuned up and we bathe and see doctors and dentists. 
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Cars are equipped with sensors to signal an alarm when something 

needs attention. Pain provides this function in the human body. The 

heart is a pump and performs the same function the fuel-pump does 

in a car, it pumps fluid. My car beeps frantically when low on fuel, 

similarly my stomach hungers for food if I skip lunch. 

     Cars driven hard quickly deteriorate just as human bodies be-

come stressed with too much work. When our cars break down we 

have them repaired or we junk them and purchase new ones. When 

our bodies break down we do what we can to heal, but if we suffer 

extreme trauma through illness or accident we discard our mortal 

shell and depart. As our awareness grows we will begin to see our 

real-selves riding in a human body that sometimes rides in a car. 

     The ovum-sperm program that forms the human body in the 

womb has the smarts to weave intricately programmed logic into the 

brain. All properties of taste, smell, sight, sound and touch are de-

pendent upon how a living organism has been designed to sense the 

physical world. For example, when we lick sodium chloride—

common table salt—it tastes salty because our bodies have been pro-

grammed to conjure up a reaction in the brain that we have learned 

to associate with salt. Salt might taste quite differently to a cow or a 

whale. The sugar carbohydrates—maltose, lactose and sucrose—are 

compounds of carbon, hydrogen and oxygen. When these atoms are 

grouped in certain ways the brain identifies them as sweet. 

     The spectrum of light we can see and the range of sound we can 

hear are determined not only by the design of our eyes and ears but, 

more significantly how the brain has been programmed to interpret 

light and sound input. Dogs, for example, have a greater range of 

hearing and smell than we have and cats have better night vision. 

Flowers have a lovely smell and chocolate is delicious because that 

is the way the brain has been programmed to identify scent and taste. 

     Without a human body to interpret the physical world our earthly 

environment would simply have a less chaotic arrangement of color-

less atoms than atoms found on other planets. For example, fluorine 

is a greenish-yellow gas with a disagreeable odor. If there were no 

preprogrammed human bodies the properties of fluorine would be 

restricted to mass, size and how it reacts with light and other atoms. 

The properties of the elements have been determined in many re-

spects by how the human body has been designed to sense them.      

     As we come to see the human body more as a fleshy programmed 

robot or a very useful costume we wear, the more detached we be-

come. We are spiritually bonded to this demanding human creature. 
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Halfway through a movie it nags us to make a trip to the bathroom. 

When we are deep into some interesting activity it hungers for food. 

We have an early morning meeting and it won’t fall asleep. We look 

forward to some coming event, but when the time arrives we are too 

tired to go. We are often at odds with our bodies and this very fact 

demonstrates our detachment. When a man grows older the hair on 

his head begins to fall out and hair starts growing out of his ears and 

nostrils. “What’s that all about?” If we are nothing more than our 

physical bodies all hope is lost. All we can do is serve out our life 

sentence held captive by this pile of flesh and bones. 

     At this point we should be having an identity crisis of sorts. Is the 

physical body the whole essence of us or just a vehicle for survival 

on Earth? The spirit guides tell us the human body is basically an 

earth-suit-personality that our individual soul, attached to the spirit 

world by a silver cord, inhabits to exist in the world of matter. A 

good analogy is a deep-sea diving suit worn to explore the ocean’s 

depths trailing an air hose attached to a ship floating above in a 

lighter environment. 

     The philosophical story of the ship of Theseus is about physical 

identity. Theseus has a wooden ship which is regularly maintained 

by replacing worn-out planks with new ones. Over time every part 

of the ship is replaced by new wood. Is this now the same ship? 

What if the old planks were stored and later reassembled. Now there 

are two ships. Which one is the original ship? 

     As Theseus identified his ship with the wood it was made from 

we tend to identify our real-selves with the physical bodies we in-

habit even though they change and mature over the years. Most of 

the cells our bodies are composed of today are not the cells our bod-

ies were composed of only a few years before. In youth we grow 

taller and in old age we shrink, and in between we gain weight and 

lose weight, and even though we have more knowledge and experi-

ence, we are still the same unique individuals. Some people see this 

as a strange phenomenon, as though we should become someone 

else as our bodies mature and, materialistically speaking, we should. 

But that is not the case; I am the same person I was as far back as I 

can remember, and so are you. There is a common thread from the 

past to the present. 

     Even though our bodies change, sometimes significantly, we re-

main who we are, timeless observers that never age. As we grow in 

awareness we come to sense the human body in a much more de-

tached way. When a man dies we refer to his physical body as his 
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remains because we subconsciously know something critical for life 

has gone away. We use the words, corpse, cadaver and dead body to 

describe the mortal shell when we should refer to the body by the 

name of the dead person; here lies dead Mr. Jones. We do not do this 

because on a deeper level of awareness we know we are much more 

than the physical forms we occupy. 

     Does the human spirit take up residence in the body or remain at 

a distance as an observer? Very rarely when I recall myself engaged 

in some activity do I see myself as though I were inside my body. 

My memories are always seen from a point outside of me as though 

I were a teacher monitoring a student’s progress. I have asked others 

to describe what they see when they recall working at their desk or 

having dinner. Some see their hands typing on a computer keyboard 

or using a knife and fork, while others view the scene from a dis-

tance. The spirit guides say the more engrossed we are in the world 

of matter the more attached we are to the physical body. 

     I have great difficulty trying to force myself to remember an 

event—such as having dinner—from the vantage point of being in-

side my body. I always see myself above and to the right or left of 

my head. When I try to force myself to recreate a memory, as though 

I were viewing the world from inside my body, it is like pushing a 

beach ball under water. The memory always pops up and I see my-

self from some point above my head. Reflect for a moment to see in 

what way you view memories of the past. Significantly, memories of 

ourselves are often perceived from a distance; a bird’s-eye view. 

     Many find it difficult to see the body separate from their own 

identity, but the separation between body and mind is clearly more 

evident. When I think of the overwhelming conscious effort it would 

take to maintain all bodily functions I am reminded of the vaudevil-

lian on the old Ed Sullivan Show racing back and forth spinning 

plates at the end of perpendicular cue sticks to keep them from fal-

ling off. He had virtually no time to do anything else. 

     If we had to consciously oversee every cell in our bodies we 

would be frozen in a state of maintenance. We would quickly starve 

to death if we had to supervise our digestive systems to extract en-

ergy from food. But that is only one of a myriad of physical func-

tions; we would need to regulate body temperature, heart rate, fluid 

levels, blood pressure and be constantly on guard for microscopic 

invaders we cannot even see. We would have to monitor the glands, 

manage the kidney and liver functions and never, once, forget to 

breathe. And, we would have to learn to do all of this in our sleep. 
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     There are approximately 7 billion billion billion atoms in the av-

erage human body, a body made up of 50 to 100 trillion cells, 

60,000 miles of blood vessels, 50,000 miles of nerves and a three 

pound brain with 100 billion nerve cells. It is all we can do to con-

sciously remember to brush our teeth than to find the time to direct 

this intricate mass of interconnected wizardry. 

     If our bodies are healthy their vital functions are handled auto-

matically, thanks to the human embryo program, a seed imbued with 

complex intricate logic. Without the countless hidden functions our 

programmed bodies perform every second, we would be dead long 

before we were born. With this thought in mind we should be able to 

appreciate how separate consciousness is from the physical body. By 

perceiving ourselves as spiritual beings it is easier to see the human 

body as a material vehicle—an earth-suit—that we inhabit. 

     Some people are so locked into materialism they make provisions 

in their will to have their body frozen when they die on the premise 

medical science will find a future cure for their disease, at which 

time their body will be unfrozen, healed and brought back to life. 

Such people are hopelessly drowning in the sea of materialism. 

     The current trend in cryogenics is to freeze only the head, which 

is even more bizarre. A human head takes up less space so it is less 

expensive to store and maintain. The hope, I suppose, is to obtain a 

donor body in the future when medical science can perform success-

ful head transplants. By the time surgeons can perform that feat I 

suspect the ability to grow a clone body from a lock of frozen hair 

will be child’s play. Do we merely live inside our heads? We might 

think those paralyzed from the neck down due to a spinal cord injury 

may feel this is true, but their physical loss has not diminished the 

mental or spiritual parts of them one iota. 

     The materialist believes we are kept alive simply by the logic 

coded into every strand of DNA, seeing life as cold and robotic as a 

programmed computer. Identical computers perform with matching 

precision only if they are loaded with the exact same software. The 

reason human clones—identical twins with identical bodies—differ 

in talents and abilities and lead separate lives is because they are 

inhabited by unique spiritual beings. Does anyone really believe a 

human fetus cloned from the genetic material in a lock of Abraham 

Lincoln’s hair would actually grow up to be Abraham Lincoln? 

     Physiologically, people are more alike than they are different, for 

under the skin one human body is pretty much the same as all other 

human bodies, and this is the only reason medical science is effec-
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tive. DNA in the human population worldwide is over ninety-nine 

percent identical. It is just that tiny portion, less than one percent, 

that gives each of us some individual color. There are physical dis-

similarities in the sexes, of course, but the only real significant dif-

ferences in human beings are blood and organ types. Outer appear-

ances differ in color of hair, skin and eyes and the human body 

comes in various sizes and proportions, but there is little material 

evidence to explain the more intangible aspects of us. There may be 

no difference in the organs of an optimist and those of a pessimist, 

although a positive attitude may contribute to a healthier body. One 

human body is pretty much the same as any other, so why is there 

such diversity in talents, intelligence, personality and character? 

     If we are to believe in absolute materialism we must expect to 

find organic differences within the human body to explain all the 

diverse talents, personality blends and character traits in human 

beings. The day should arrive when medical science can operate on 

a tone deaf individual and give that person musical talents to rival 

Mozart. The most natural place to look for personality trait centers 

would be inside the brain but, as we will see, the brain is as similar 

throughout the world population as are all other human organs.  
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10 

 

the brain 

 

 

                                Morning’s come… 

                                   It’s time to go back again 

                             Leaving Home… 

                                   It’s such an awareness drain 

                             Catching dreams…  

                                   Sliding down my silver chain 

                             Pardon me… 

                                   While I slip into my brain. 

 

 

The normal human adult brain weighs about 1,300 to 1,600 grams, 

which is about three pounds, more or less, and has three distinct but 

connected parts; the cerebrum, the cerebellum and the brain stem. 

The female brain weighs about 100 grams less than the male brain, 

but both sexes have the same brain-weight to body-weight ratio. The 

adult brain consumes about 20% of the energy produced by the 

body. The cerebrum, the largest part of the brain in humans, makes 

up about 85% of the brain’s weight. The most accepted number of 

neurons in the average brain is estimated at 100 billion. Each neuron 

has from 1,000 to 10,000 synaptic connections giving the neurons 

the probable capacity to communicate with somewhere between 100 

trillion and 1000 trillion other synaptic connections. The neurons 

receive and transmit nerve signals at over 250 miles per hour.  

     Albert Einstein’s brain was rather small and weighed only 1,230 

grams, yet his brain, so it is believed, produced some of the most 

original concepts in physics in the twentieth century. I am more in-

clined to believe his creative genius came from the very essence of 

his consciousness, his soul. Einstein died of heart failure in 1955. 

     The pathologist, Dr. Thomas Harvey, performed the autopsy, and 

in spite of Einstein’s bequest that he be cremated entirely, Harvey 

removed the physicist’s brain, which he weighed and photographed 

from many angles, and then took it home. Soon after he dissected 

the preserved brain into 240 blocks in a lab at the University of 

Pennsylvania, sending samples to some of the leading pathologists 

of the day. For over twenty years sections of Einstein’s brain re-
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mained afloat in 10% formaldehyde in two mason jars in Dr. Har-

vey’s apartment in Lawrence, Kansas; not rediscovered until 1978. 

     In 1985 Marian Diamond of UC Berkeley studied what was left 

of Einstein’s brain and found it contained roughly 73% more glial 

cells—white matter—than average, suggesting this feature gave the 

physicist a greater capacity for computations. Glial cells continue to 

divide over time. Since Einstein’s brain was compared to those of 

younger men, his brain naturally had more white matter. 

     Sandra Witelson, a neuroscientist at McMaster University, stud-

ied the many photographs Dr. Harvey took of Einstein’s brain, dis-

covering an uncommonly enlarged area, implying this structural dif-

ference might have accounted for Einstein’s genius. The brain is an 

organ, and like other organs and muscles may enlarge, firm up, or 

become flabby in accordance with how it is used, misused or not 

used. The abnormality Witelson noted was likely caused by how the 

consciousness we associate with Einstein the man used his brain. 

     Dr. Richard Restak, in The Brain, says medical science will never 

be able to identify geniuses within the human population merely by 

“examining their brains.” Comparing human brains to see why one 

appears to have more intelligence than another is like comparing 

identical computers to determine why one computer can perform 

better than another and never once wondering if it might not be the 

software that is making the difference. 

     The materialistic approach to intelligence is that the brain of a 

genius must somehow be more evolved than the ordinary run-of-the-

mill gray matter. A century ago large craniums were thought to be a 

sign of intelligence, the larger the brain the higher the intellect. Intel-

ligence tests soon put an end to that nonsense. Still, it is obvious sci-

entists are hoping some structural difference in Einstein’s brain will 

eventually turn up to account for his genius. 

     Through the gathering of knowledge and experience some of us 

have a wider view of life. We are sure to find this kind of separation 

exists in the human race today between (say) a university professor 

and a member of a remote jungle tribe. Their brains are anatomically 

the same—one brain is not more “evolved” than the other—but the 

amount of knowledge they possess is widely different. And who is 

to say which one has the greater wisdom. A healthy infant from a 

remote tribe reared in a more civilized community will progress in 

step with his or her schoolmates. The brains of today’s modern hu-

mans is basically the same as the brains of ancient homo sapiens, but 

we have a broader range of knowledge that, according to Leo Bus-

caglia, in Personhood, “put us worlds apart.” 




